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I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery of radioactivity, approximately 2000 nuclear species 
have been found of which less than one-third exist as stable Isotopes. 
Current mass formulas suggest that at least 2000 more nuclides should be 
found between the l ine of beta-stability and the partlcJe^separation 
l imits, most of which are expected to have half-l ives in the range of a 
fraction of a second to 100 seconds. (1-6) These "new" nuclides will, 
for the most part, decay via negaton or positon emission or by electron 
capture. Nucléon emission during decay is also expected In selected areas 
of the chart of nuclides. (1,7 ~ 11) 
These short-1 i,j/ed nuclei have not been studied previously due to experi­
mental difficulties. Production of these nuclides is not easy because the 
cross-section for formation decreases rapidly away from the stability line 
for available processes. (12) Another comp|}catlon encountered away from 
stability Is the Increasingly short half-l ife of the nuclides making the 
problem of transportation of the produced activities to a nuclear detection 
system non-trivial. In addition, more members of a decay chain become present 
for activities far from stability and their activities tend to Interfere 
with the radiations of any individual member. Similarly, many Isotopes of 
the same element are often produced simultaneously and make positive Identi­
fication of a specific nuclear species tenuous. Several proposals |n recent 
years have been made to construct "on-line" systems to overcome these four 
l imiting points. (13-23) 
Of the many new species that are potentially available, there are 
several regions of the chart of the nuclides that appear to be especially 
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suitable for initial investigation» One such region is that of gaseous 
fission products. 
A. Transitional Nuclei 
Many nuclides have energy level structures which can be identified 
with collective behavior; the nucléons appear to move )n an inter­
dependent fashion in contrast to those nuclei having level structures which 
can be accounted for by the behavior of single particles» Collective 
nuclei are further classified as being vibrational or rotational in their 
level schemes, the vibrational nuclei having an equilibrium "spherical" 
shape and harmonic oscillator level structure and the rotational nuclei 
exhibiting levels characteristic of rotations of a deformed body. However, 
there are a large number of nuclides not included in these two categories 
which are "Intermediate"» Spherical nuclei have small amplitude vibrations 
about a spherical equilibrium shape and these nuclei also exhibit other 
levels which are simple particle-hple excitations. In well-deformed nuclei 
the low energy modes are due to rotations and small vibratlpns about a stable 
deformed shape as well as single-particle excitations. In contrast, the 
low energy modes of the intermediate or transitional nuclides are often 
associated with large amplitude vibrations about an equilibrium shape, and 
i t Is expected that single-particle effects will also be seen. 
The Intermediate behavior may be better visualized by viewing the 
potential in which the nucléons move to be a synthesis of two extreme 
potentials. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the potentials 
as a function of the deformation parameter P associated with a quadrupole 
surface deformation. The potential well for the vibrational nuclides has 
3 
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Fig. 1. Potential functions for axially symmetric (7 - 0) collective 
nuclei as a function of the nuclear deformatlpn (p) 
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the usual near-harmonic shape that gives rise to the uniform spacing of 
the energy levels of spherical nuclei. The rotational potential has two 
minima: one for oblate shapes and one for prolate shapes» On the other hand, 
transitional nuclei are found to have a combination of both effects; this is 
shown by the "flattened" potential in the figure. Such a "flattened" 
potential leads to the interesting possibility of "shape-isomers". The 
existence of two minima,as a function of déformation,not widely separated 
from each other (in the rotational case the separation is approximately 3 
MeV) leads to the possibility of the ground state of a nuclide having a 
prolate deformation but an excited state having an oblate shape. This is 
l ikely to occur in the barium-cerium region and other similar transitional 
regions. (24,25) The small energy difference between the ol?late and prolate 
wells is, of course, very sensitive to the parameters used in the calcula­
tions and may not appear in all models. Fig. 1 also shows the ground state 
energy of the collective Hamilton!an for each case. 
Shown in Fig. 2 is a transitional region In the xenon Isotppes 
122 beginning with the typical rotational spectra of Xe and proceeding, by 
adding pairs of neutrons, to the near-harmonic vibrational levels of the 
N = 82 magic nuclide '^^Xe. A smooth change in the K = 0 ground state band 
is characteristic, the ratios of the energies deviating more from the 1(1+1) 
rule of the rotational model as sphericity Is approached. (1, 24) 
Another transitional region is shown In Fig. 3 and extends from N = 82 
for several elements toward the well-known deformed region in the rare 
earths. The inset of the figure shows the profile for the scheme .extended 
through the rare-earths. Two points should be noted here: 1) the rapid 
but smooth decrease in the energy of the first 2"'" state of the even-even 
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Fig. 3. A transitional region near the rare earths showing the abrupt change between N=88 and 90 
in the first-excited state energy for even-even nuclei 
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nuclides to N = 88 and 2) the relatively abrupt change encountered 
between N = 88 and 90° This latter effect is seen to be independent of Z* 
(25) Several features are found in different transition regions^ which 
are not all common to each region as can be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 
3c (26) 
All nuclei J except perhaps the bare proton, exhibit some collective 
properties. Even the potential which gives rise to the most extreme 
single-particle motion has been shown to exhibit collective properties» A 
particle picture is often used to describe nearly spherical nuclei when in 
fact they are somewhat collective in nature; perhaps a particle-collective 
state interaction should be sought. It is also interesting to note that 
nearly "spherical" nuclei which are often spoken of as being vibrational 
have, in fact, impure vibrational properties. (27) This points to the 
key of the problem: no simple interactions can account for the behavior 
of intermediate nuclei; the calculations performed on these regions must 
include collective effects (rotational and vibrational coupling), residual 
interactions (e.g., pairing and quadrupole forces), and single-particle 
features (which will probably be most useful In explaining the higher 
excited levels). 
Be Calculations for Transitional Nuclei 
Several theoretical methods have been put forth recently which 
attempt to explain the features exhibited in the structure of nuclei in 
these regions. Transitional nuclei are characterized by large amplitude 
®The transitional region near W-Os-Pt has been extensively investigated 
and exhibits similar characteristics but with some differences. (26) 
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vibrations. It is sufficient to note that there is l itt le hope of modifying 
either collective model approach (the vibrational approach used for a few 
nucléons outside a closed core and the rotational model for many exterior 
nucléons) because there is no way to get large amplitude vibrations from 
small ones, even to second order. 
The f irst attempts at constructing a useful theory used simple residual 
forceso (28) These met with l itt le success and until recently no such 
techniques were satisfactory. The f irst positive solution was supplied in 
a series of papers by Kumar and Baranger. (29 - 32) Their semi-classical 
approach considered the nuclear shape as a function of the deformation param­
eters p and 7 which are then used as the dynamical variables of the theory. 
For each point on the (p, 7) surface, a microscopic calculation is made 
using a pairing interaction between l ike particles and a quadrupole force 
involving all particles. The potential energy, the three moments of inertia, 
and the three vibrational inertial parameters needed for the kinetic energy 
are calculated by applying time-dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov techniques. 
(29) Bohr's collective Hamiltonian containing the seven arbitrary functions 
of p and 7 is then solved by numerical techniques. Energy levels, transi­
tion probabilit ies, and static moments comprise the output. No assumptions 
are made about the separation of rotation, p motion, and 7 motion; coupling 
between the three kinds of motion is treated exactly. 
This technique has worked well in the W-Os-Pt region (26); these 
intermediate nuclei are characterized by a wave function which is not 
localized in the (p, 7) space; that is, the space used contains many 
deformations. (26, 33) 
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A more recent technique by Bes and Dusse! (33) uses a basis set of 
spherical quadrupole harmonic phonons and expands the inertial and potential 
functions in polynomials in p and in cos 3/» The relevant matrix elements 
in the phonon states are derived by analytical techniques and the resulting 
Hamiltonian is diagonalized exactly including up to twenty phonons. For 
most cases fourteen phonons are adequate to f i t the data. 
These two methods are semi-classical in nature and do not attempt to 
attack the problem from first principles. The proper approach would be to 
perform a good microscopic calculation using a realistic force» A simple 
model has been used by Marumori et al. (34) and by Dreizler and Klein (35)" 
They have considered N particles in a single j-shell of large degeneracy 
interacting with residual pairing and quadrupole forces. Even though the 
picture is not very realistic, i t does serve to point out the possibilit ies: 
in the l imit of the pairing interaction the pairing spectrum is obtained, and 
the Elliott rotational spectrum is displayed in the quadrupole l imit- Their 
calculations assume that the quadrupole operator has non-zero matrix 
elements only between the ground state and the first 2^ state, and the pair 
transfer operator has only ground state to ground state matrix elements. 
While this may be a good approximation for a single j-shell, a model includ­
ing two different shell orbital s has large excited state matrix elements 
for the pairing operator. (33) 
Another interesting question has been raised by Mariscotti et al. 
(36) (33, 37) concerning the behavior of the moment of Inertia for 
intermediate or "soft" deformed nuclei and for nearly spherical nuclei 
or alternately, the change in nuclear moments of inertia undgr the influence 
of the rotation; the phenomenon is directly relate^ to the ^^vibrational 
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motion. The high-spin state energies of rotational bands show that an 
increasing rotational speed causes the moment of inertia to increase to 
higher values than for lower spin level energieso This may be partly due 
to a centrifugal stretching to higher deformations or to nucléon density 
distribution changes, but the reduction of the pairing force arising from 
the Coriolis decoupling effect may be important, (33, 36) The energy in an 
even-even nuclide (with 7=0) is given by 
El (9) = i  "3# i  
where is the equilibrium ground state deformation ands^is the moment 
of inertia, taken to be 
 ^(p ) = -J q: p 
MariscottI et al. (36) deduced a value of N = 2 which is reasonably success­
ful for the strongly deformed nuclei and not too much in error for the 
softer and more spherical nuclei. It is interesting to note that no non-
axial shapes (i.e., y ^ 0) are included which can be expected, at least, to 
become important for the soft nuclei of the transitional regions. 
Several variations in the systematica of transitional nuclei are to be 
expected. Such phenomena, for example, as a re-ordering of levels within 
a given K band might be seen, or perhaps the second vibrational states of 
the p, 7 and coupled (p7) vibrations should be observed. (38) 
C. Transitional Nuclei From Heavy Element Fission 
Production of transitional nuclei In limited regions of the chart of 
nuclei can be accomplished by many processes» One of the easiest processes 
1 
to util ize is heavy element fission. Fig. 4 presents an Isometric picture 
235 
of the yield of fission products from thermal neutrons incident upon U 
as a function of A and Zo One hump is located around A = 94 and Z = 38 
while the other Is centered on A = 138 and Z = 54. (39) The latter peak 
approximately coincides with the magic number N = 82 about which are 
located several strongly vibrational nuclides; the high-mass side of this 
peak together with the daughter products of these species comprise a 
convenient transitional region that borders the low-mass side of the 
well-known rare earth deformed region. This region also contains the 
Interesting neutron numbers N = 88 and 90 for which a sudden change In 
transitional behavior was seen In Fig. 3. Assuming the other experimental 
difficulties as outlined in section A can be overcome, detailed studies In 
this region would provide a significant addition to the data available on 
the structure of these transitional nuclei. 
D. Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this Investigation was to study the gamma ray transl-
l42 tions from g/^Xegg and its daughter nuclides. Energy level diagrams and 
gamma ray energies and intensities were obtained for the nuclides 
142. 142.^ 142. 142. 
55 87' 56"*86' 57 85' 58^ 84° 
It Is fortunate that these nuclei fall into the transition region near 
N = 88 and 90» The data obtained should be of value In helping to explain 
the sudden change in the behavior of the energy of the f irst 2^ state of 
these even-even nucleio It Is not the purpose of this dissertation to 
develop any mathematical or semi-empirical formalism in an attempt to 
account for the observed behavior. Since the transitional nuclei of this 
U as a function of mass (A) and nuclear charge (Z) 
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region are poorly understood and since l itt le theoretical work has been done 
in this region, i t would be most difficult to present any a priori arguments 
about what results should be expected. However, i t is within the scope of 
this treatise to present speculation about what some of the un-investigated 
nuclear parameters might be and their possible connection to known models. 
These educated guesses are made by considering the systematics of similar 
nuclei that are relatively well-known; yet no approach can be given, at 
present, which guarantees unambiguous interpretation of experimental nuclear 
structure properties of these nuclei. 
The study of these four nuclear species, as reported here, is incomplete 
in that many quantities remain to be determined. No attempt has been made 
to obtain beta-ray decay energies, internal conversion coefficients, angular 
momenta and parities of the various states, directional correlations of 
cascading gamma rays, or electromagnetic moments» Each of these measure­
ments is more complex than the gamma ray studies reported here. 
The A = 142 chain was chosen because of its availability and expected 
transitional behavior. The production and separation of the fission 
products is discussed in the experimental procedures section; i t is 
sufficient to say at present that the configuration of the present apparatus 
allows only the noble gases to be extracted from the various products re­
sulting from fission. This is unfortunate from the standpoint that the 
142 
investigation of the decay of I giving the level structure of the 
142 
even-even nuclide Xe would be very useful in presenting additional systema­
tics for the N = 88 to 90 structure transition. Masses 138 through 141 are 
currently under study by other investigators, and masses greater than 142 
are not yet available in sufficient quantity to provide adequate samples. 
14 
Eo Previous Investigations 
The A = 142 nuclides were f irst reported in 1939 by Hahn and Strassman 
235 to be fission products of U. (40) Detailed investigations did not begin 
until 1958 with the work of Vanden Bosch (41) and by Schuman et al. 
(42) and Ryde and Herriander (43) on the decay of ^^^La° Measurements of the 
half-l ife and gamma spectra of this nuclide have been reported in some detail 
recently* (44, 45) A decay scheme has been constructed primarily from the 
work of Prestwich and Kennett (46, 4^ and is reproduced in Fig» 5* (48, 49) 
142 142 The decay of Ba has not been studied as extensively as that of La. 
Gamma ray transitions have been reported by Fritze and Kennett in 1962 (50) 
and by Schuman (42); no attempt at constructing an energy level diagram for 
142 La has been made to date. 
A survey of all four A = 142 nuclides was f irst performed by Alvager 
et alo (51) in 1968 with a few transitions being observed in each case. 
Unfortunately, the data were poor which resulted in several mis-identified 
142 . transitions. The level scheme for Cs resulting from their measurements is 
inaccurate and its influence in the present studies has been kept at a value 
approaching zero. 
initial studies performed with the TRISTAN system on A = 142 nuclei 
were directed towards the establishment of accurate half-l ives and delayed 
neutron emission ratios; these results have been reported in the l iterature 
(52, 53), and are shown in summary in Fig. 6. 
A recent determination of the static quadrupole moment of the first 
2^ excited state in ^^^Ce has been completed by Engler (54), 
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Fig, 60 The A = 142 decay chain studied by the TRISTAN on-line isotope separator system; half-
lives are indicated as determined by Carlson et al » (52) and delayed neutron branching 
ratios as studied by Talbert et al. (53) 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
142 The Xe parent nuclei were made available by use of the "on-line" 
isotope separator system TRISTAN of the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor 
(ALRR). Details of the construction and operation of this system are 
reported elsewhere (55> 56) and in forthcoming publications. The floor 
plan of the separator complex is shown in Fig. 7- The ALRR is a DgO 
23 5 
moderated, enriched U fuel reactor  operating at a nominal power of five 
thermal megawatts. Of the many irradiation facilit ies to the reactor 
core, two are located adjacent to the ion source of the separator. The 
beam tube of face 7 is used for an internal fission product generator 
(FPG) while the port of face 6 provides a neutron beam for irradiation of 
an external FPG. 
Ao Isotope Separator 
The separator itself is of the Scandinavian type util izing electro­
static focusing together with magnetic momentum selection at a radius of 
léO cm. The ion source may be connected to either FPG by an evacuated gas 
transport l ine. A nominal acceleration potential of 60 kilovolts is placed 
between the ion source and the beam focusing lens assembly. A vertical 
l ine image is obtained at the primary focal plane within the collection 
chamber, the height being variable from one to five centimeters with a 
one mill imeter width. The adjacent-mass dispersion is about 1.35 cm 
in the mass region near A = 135 and the resolving power is 
RP = -r  ^ = —  ^ M 1900 
6M B,/2 
where D is the adjacent-mass dispersion and the image width at 
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Fig* 7o TRISTAN on-l ine isotope separator complex at the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor 
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one-half maximum in tens i tyo  (57 -59)  
An individual ionic mass can be selected at the primary focal plane 
and the selected ion beam directed to one of five experimental facilit ies 
by a beam-switching magnet; at present, a W~2 beta-ray spectrometer (éO) 
and a moving-tape collector occupy two positions. An additional stage of 
mass separation is achieved by the switching magnet; the adjacent-mass 
contamination (eog., A = 138 being transmitted with the separator operating 
on A = 139) at the moving-tape collector has been estimated to be of the 
order of one part in 10^ while at the primary focal plane of the collector 
chamber i t has been measured to be about J x 10 (23) 
Several beam monitoring sensors have been built to measure the quality 
and control the stability of the selected beam, among them a mass meter 
(measuring the ratio of the square of the magnetic f ield to the accelerating 
potential) and a beam profile monitor (a moving wire sampling the beam cross-
section and giving a visual output on an oscilloscope). 
Beam quality is determined by visual observation of the beam and 
alignment of ion source and accelerating lens parameters and by measuring 
the beam current and activity at the tape collector location; the separator 
is adjusted to give maximum activity. 
B. Moving Tape Collector 
The moving tape is a laminated aluminum mylar ribbon that passes in 
front of the ion beam, collects the activity and makes possible the 
transport of collected activity within the vacuum of the separator system 
to one of several detector stations and also to make possible the removal 
of unwanted daughter products. This mechanism can be used as an isobaric 
20 
separator; the principle of separation is simple in that by varying the 
tape speed and point of detection any selected member of the decay chain can 
be significantly enhanced over its parent(s) and/or daughter(s)» Optim'-^-
tion of the parameters for tape movement were obtained from solutions to the 
generalized Bateman decay equations (61) which depend on the production rates 
and half-l ives of the nuclides contained in the decay chain of interest. 
Tables of the parameters have been prepared for each mass and isotope 
made available by the TRISTAN system. (62) 
C. Fission Product Generation 
Two methods of obtaining the A = 142 activity have been used. 
Earlier experiments used the internal irradiation facility of face 7 of 
23 5 the ALRRo Approximately 200 mg of UOg powder (~2/u diameter) is 
placed in a stainless steel canister with porous end caps. This sample 
13 2 is placed in a flux of 2 x 10 nth/cm -sec, the noble gas fission 
products diffusing out of the uranium powder and being transported a distance 
of about 5°5 m to the ion source through the high-voltage insulator shown 
in Fig, 7= Typical transport times are of the order of fifteen seconds. 
(55, 63) Elements other than the gases krypton and xenon are not obtained, 
either because they are not released from the uranium matrix or are 
absorbed on the surface of the stainless steel transport l ine. 
Several undesirable features are associated with this FPG: 1) the 
gas transport l ine consists of a 1.27 cm diameter pipe about 5.5 m long with 
several tortuous bends along its length; 2) the high-voltage insulator is 
not able to suppress electrical discharges in the transport l ine under 
certain ion source operating pressures; 3) the powdered UOg is not a good 
21 
emanator of fission products — less than 0.3% of the Kr gases are emitted 
within one minute at 1400°C (6'+) ;  and 4) the internal temperature of the 
sample (due to gamma and fission heating) is estimated to be in the vicinity 
of 1000°C which is l ikely to cause a crystal structure change (65 )  that 
results in a decrease of the production efficiency over a period of weeks. 
]Zf2 
These four difficulties combine to make the generation of Xe only 
marginally adequate for the studies reported here despite the large fission 
1 2 
rate (~ 3 x 10 fissions per second). To improve the yield of A=142, a 
new FPG was constructed util izing the external neutron beam of face 6. 
Fig. 8 is a picture of the second FPG (affectionately known as the 
"ham can") constructed for the on-line separator system. Approximately 650 
2"}  c  
m g  o f  D i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  u r a n y l  s t e a r a t e  [ U 0 2 i C 0 2 C ^ j H ^ ^ ) 2 l  i s  p l a c e d  o n  t h e  
trays, and with the cover in place the fission products are pumped through 
the upper tube to the ion source. This çompound is known to be an excellent 
emanator, with nearly 100% emanation of gaseous fission products within one 
second at room temperature. (23, 39) The sample is placed in a flux of 
92 9 3 X 10 nth/cm -sec giving approximately 2 x 10 fissions per second. An 
evacuated transport tube of length 2.2 m is operated at the accelerating 
potential, thus overcoming the critical pressure problem. The ion source 
can then be operated at the optimum discharge pressure. Transit times for 
this system have been measured to be less than one second and, when combined 
with the high emanation efficiency, approximately a 30-fold increase has been 
4 
achieved in activity despite the 10 loss in neutron flux. This external 
FPG is also provided with an inlet for sweep gas (1% Xe + 1% Kr + 98% He) to 
aid in transporting the fission products. 
. 8. External fission product generator; the trpyf support organic 
uranium in the neutron bean] with gaseous fission products being 
drawn off through the upper pipe 
23 
D. Separation of the Isobars 
Mass selection is made possible, of course, by the isotope separator; 
there remains the problem of how to separate parent and daughter activities. 
This is especially important when more than two generations of activity are 
present or i f two or more adjacent (i.e., parent-daughter) activities have 
similar half-l ives. For the specific case of A=l42, four isobars need to 
be separated: two of very short half-l ife and two of moderate half-l ife. 
l42 142 In the case of the short-lived Xe and Cs activities, 1.24 and 
1 .68  seconds, respectively, (52 )  it is not feasible to perform any on-line 
chemical separat ion  o f  the activity deposit so that mechanical mpans have 
to be used. For the decays of ~ 10.7 minutes (52) and '^^La, 
T i/2 ~ minutes (44, 46), both types of separations (chemical and 
mechanical) are  possible, but the best results are obtained using mechanical 
142 
separation to enhance the Ba decay and using chemical separations for the 
142, . La decay. 
142 1. Decay of Xe 
Table I presents the optimization calculations for enhancing this first 
member of the decay chain. The tape speed is held constant while the beam 
is collected continuously and the data accumulated, ^collect (second column 
in Table 1) refers to the time that an increment of the activity on the moving 
tape can be viewed by the detector, i.e., the time from beam deposition until 
moved behind the collimating shield of the detector port. The f irst decay 
142 
chain member (i.e., Xe) is the activity being observed. Percent saturation 
(Column 4) is the ratio of the fractional activity of Interest to the total 
decay chain activity present at that time; i t is this quantity which deter­
mines the separation of the parent-daughter activities. T(ie activity ratio 
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Table I .  Moving tape collector parameters for enhancement of the ^^^Xe 
decay 
Tape Speed 'collect Chain Saturation Activity Integrated 
inches/sec ^ Member Percent Ratio Ratio 
seconds 
Xe 99.98 .498 .287 
.047 15.7 Cs 99.46 .496 .672 
Ba 1.24 .006 .040 
Xe 99.49 .514 .308 
.079 9.42 Cs 93.64 .483 .677 
Ba 0.58 .003 .014 
Xe 92.82 .585 .385 
.157 4.71 Cs 65.60 .417 .612 
Ba 0.16 .001 .004 
Xe 88.87 .614 .416 
.189 3.93 Cs 55.84 .386 .581 
Ba 0.11 .001 .003 
Xe 82.73 .651 .460 
.236 3 c 14 Cs 44.23 .348 .538 
Ba 0.06 .001 .002 
Xe 73.21 .702 .522 
.314 2.36 Cs 31.08 .298 .477 
Ba 0.03 .000 .001 
.471 1.57 Xe 58.45 .770 .614 
Cs 17.42 .230 .385 
CM 
0.79 Xe 35.54 .865 .757 
Cs 5.54 .135 .243 
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(Column 5) is the individual activity of interest integrated over the time 
it is present before the detector (T ,, normalized to the total activity 
col 1ect 
present. The integrated activity ratio (last column) is the time-integrated 
individual activity divided by the time-integrated total activity, (62) 
The percent saturation and the integrated ratio together with the supply 
of mylar tape and anticipated experiment duration are considered when select­
ing the tape speed. 
1^2 142 Examination of Table I shows the Xe and Cs activities to be 99% 
of their equilibrium values and the separation is minimal for the slowest 
tape speed. For the fastest tape velocity the separation is the greatest 
but most of the activity (65%) is swept away before i t decays. Consideration 
of both effects indicates an optimum choice for tape speed of 0.314 inches per 
second giving a 73% saturation activity and an integrated activity ratio of 
.522. Consuming the mylar tape at this constant rate would permit a maximum 
experiment duration of 25 hours, for the tape capacity of the collector. 
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2. Decay of Cs 
To study the decay of the daughter activities, the tape collector 
system is operated in the discontinuous or cyclic mode: deposit the beam 
for T ,, deflect the beam and wait for a time period T.^. ,  count for 
collect delay' 
a time period T , (with the beam sti l l deflected), move the remaining 
^ analyze 
activity to a shielded location (about 3 inches), and recycle. For the 
142 particular isobar Cs, T ,  was held constant at the smallest value--
^ '  analyze 
six seconds (logic control l imitations dictated this value; 12 seconds was 
also available but changed the optimization insignificantly). A portion of 
the resulting two-parameter surface is shown in Fig. 9;the percent saturation 
142 for the Cs decay is shown as a function of snd A f ive 
Nî ON 
Fîgo 9, Moving tape collector parameter optimization of integrated activity ratio for 
decay; the operating point is shown at T ,, ^ = 5 sec. and T_, ,  =5 sec» 
collect delay 
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second collect time and a five second delay time were chosen for operation; 
this point is shown in the figure. The activity enhancement factors for 
these conditions are (chain member, percent saturation, integrated ratio); 
]  Ly ihn iLo iLy 
Xe, 5.74, .125; Cs, 26.18, .836;  Ba, 0.46, .038;  La is 
negli gible» 
It was unfortunate that the detector had to be placed at the point of 
beam deposition which required the beam to be deflected for approximately 
75% of the time; only 25% of the available activity could be used which 
results in poorer statistics being accumulated when compared to the other 
three acti vities. 
3 « Decay of ^^^Ba 
Again the tape collector was operated in the discontinuous mode but a 
secondary, downstream, detector port was util ized thus allowing a sample 
to be collected at the primary port while a previous collection was being 
analyzed at the downstream port- Fig. 10 shows the similar two-parameter 
142 
surface for the Ba decay with Tg^alyge equal to T^ollect 
achieve simultaneous collection and detection. T, , was chosen to be as delay 
small as possible (20 seconds, which is the minimum time required for the 
activity to be moved from the collection point to the downstream detector 
position). The point of operation is again shown in the figure, at Tcollect" 
142 .  142 20 minutes. The enhancement factors were: Xe, negligible; Cs, 
0.10, .000; '^^Ba, 71-56, .809 ) ^^^La, 6.42, ,191. 
142 4. Decay of La 
This decay was best studied after its chemical separation from remaining 
parent activities. Activity was collected on a copper foil for about four 
hours, removed from the vacuum chamber and set aside for 30 minutes to allow 
tê 
w 
LJ±, 
F» 9° 
^Oo 
1^2 
Moving tape collector optimization for Ba decay; th 
' 's at T^ollect ° Tdalay = se:' 
ço \n t  
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most of the Ba decay to occur before separation was initiated. 
The copper target was dissolved in 6n nitric acid. 3 mg each of 
lanthanum and barium carriers were added along with enough water to make a 
15 ml volume. The lanthanum was precipitated with fresh 6N ammonia and 
centrifuged, saving the supernate. The lanthanum hydroxide precipitate was 
dissolved in 6N nitric acid, again adding 3 mg barium carrier and diluting 
with water; the lanthanum was again brought down and centrifuged. Once more 
the lanthanum was dissolved and transferred to a small centrifuge tube, 
precipitated with ammonia and centrifuged. This precipitate was then placed 
in front of the detector; the lanthanum was completely Isolated by this 
1^2 procedure as verified by the non-existence of Ba decay peaks In the 
spectrum. 
Each of the supernates was retained and set aside for about 45 minutes, 
thus allowing the remaining barium to depay to lanthanum, A second separa­
tion was performed to "milk" the remaining activity, and It was added to the 
sample at the detector. 
E. Data Accumulation Equipment 
Two types of measurements were conducted to Investigate the gamma ray 
decays of the A=l42 isobars; one-parameter singles spectra and two-'pa rame ter 
coincidence spectra. Singles studieç were performed using a 6 cm planar 
and either of two 30 cm five-sided Ge(Ll) detectors together with standard 
low-noise linear pulse amplifiers. Two large memory mul tl-^channel analyzers 
were used to accumulate the raw data, wlfh digital stabilization avail­
able on some analog-to-digltal converters (ADC's). The detector system 
resolutions were at best 2.8 keV FWHM at 1.33 MeV for the large detectors 
and better than 2.4 keV at 1.33 MeV and 1.7 keV at 122 keV of ^^Co for the 
30 
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planar unit. Even though the efficiency of the 6 cm detector was poor, i t 
was useful for the energy range of 30-1000 keV while the trapezoidal detectong 
were used in the energy range 60 ke\! to 6 MeV. When conducting experiments 
lZf2 \kï  142 
on the Xe, Cs, and Ba decays, using the "on-line" tape collector, 
the detectors were placed as close as possible to the source (the moving 
tape), about 2 inches; "off-l ine" singles data on the '^^La decay were taken 
with the source at the face of the detector. At no time were the source 
strengths intense enough to cause "sum peaks" from cascade transitions to 
appear. 
3 The coincidence studies were performed using the two 30 cm detectors 
and a sophisticated coincidence detection circuit. Gated outputs from the 
two detectors are analyzed by two identical analog-to-digital converters 
coupled to a buffered-tape memory. The buffered-tape system records the two 
digital addresses of a coincidence event on magnetic tape; all coincidence 
events within the range of the electronic circuits are accepted and stored. 
Reduction of this coincidence data Is discussed below* 
Flgoll Is a schematic diagram of the experimental configuration used 
In the earlier coincidence experiments. The signal from each detector pre­
amplifier is connected to a spectroscopy amplifier whose output Is eventually 
presented to the ADC, and a fast risetlmq shaping amplifier which amplifies 
the leading edge of the pulse. Outputs of the fast-rise amplifiers In the 
two detector channels are connected to leading-edge discriminators with a 
pulse output (constant amplitude and width) generated at the time the Input 
signal crosses a pre-set threshold. These signals are used to start and 
stop a tlme-to-amplItude converter (TAG) which has as an output an analog 
signal having an amplitude that Is directly proportional to the time between 
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the arrivals of the start and stop pulses. The 160 nanosecond delay is 
inserted to insure the start pulse precedes the stop signal. The TAC 
signal is suitably amplified and a central "window" surrounding the "zero-
delay" point is selected by a single-channel-analyzer (SCA). This SCA 
signal is presented to the ADC's for gating purposes together with the 
above-mentioned analog signal after appropriate delays to insure pulse over­
lap as required by the ADC So 
The coincidence resolution of the system had a full-width-half-maximum 
(FWHM) value of about 80 nanoseconds and the acceptance window was set at 
about 150 nanoseconds. Gating thresholds were set to trigger on signals 
representing energies greater than approximately 20 keV. 
Later coincidence experiments were conducted using a modified timing 
circuit. The shaping amplifiers and threshold discriminators were replaced 
by an ORTEC constant-fraction timing system In Fig. 11. A greatly improved 
system resolution of about 30 nanoseconds FWHM and an acceptance window of 90 
nanoseconds was used. The energy thresholds were set at 45 keV. 
Both coincidence systems have a time resolution that Is a function of 
the energy of the two gamma rays being observed. In general, there is.a 
marked difference of coincidence efficiency (upwards to a 50% variation) 
between two coincident gamma rays of about 100 kçV and 1 MeV compared to 
two gamma-rays near 1 MeV. Hence, the acceptance window was set considerably 
wider than the system resolution to insure the registration of about 90% 
of all coincidence events within the energy range of 70 keV to 2 MeV. 
F. Data Accumulation Techniques 
Singles spectra were generally taken over several energy ranges 
depending on the particular detector in use and purpose of the experiment. 
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The 6 cm planar detector together with a 4096-channel ADC was used for the 
3 low energy studies and either of the 30 cm units was used with either 
4096-channel or 8192-channel ADC's. Most singles experiments lasted from 
8 to 24 hours. A calibration spectrum using standard sources was taken 
at the beginning of an experimental run; detector resolution and calibra­
tion and system linearity were checked for proper operation» The "unknown" 
spectrum was then accumulated for the several hour period, followed by a 
short run of the unknown activity together with a few selected calibration 
sources. Next, a calibration spectrum was again taken for reference 
purposes. The final data of the set were obtained from a several hour run 
to measure the background contributions to the unknown spectrum; most often 
207 
a single calibration source ( Bi) would be included as a reference. When 
digital stabilization was used with the 4096-channel ADC's, the gain 
stabilizing window was set to an intense peak of the spectrum. Analyzer 
l ive-time was kept greater than 80% for all runs in order to minimize pulse 
pile-up and accidental sum peak occurence. 
A variety of calibration sources depending upon the energy range under 
Investigation (totaling about IS/xCI) were employed for the different 
experiments: '^Na, ®'co, ®^Co, ^°Co, '"cs, '^^Eu, "^Ir, 
"V and 
All experimental runs were conducted with the Ge(Li) detectors well 
shielded by at least two Inches of lead. In addition, experiments studying 
energies above approximately 1 MeV were aided by suppressing the low 
energy gamma rays with lead absorbers placed In front of the detectors. A 
1/4 inch plexiglass absorber was used In front of the detectors at other 
times (with the exception of runs below 100 keV) to remove the beta ray 
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contribution to the spectrum. Off-line experiments, on several occasions,were 
improved by suppressing the lead x-rays with layers of cadmium and copper. 
At the completion of each accumulation, the data was recorded on punched 
paper tape and/or computer compatible magnetic tape for eventual electronic 
data processing. 
Coincidence studies were broken into two groups, according to the half-
142 142 l ives of the nuclides. The Xe and Cs decays were studied simultaneous-
1 y on the moving tape collector with the two 30 cm detectors positioned at 
180° about the point of beam deposition (the tape was moved continuously at 
0.08 inches per second); approximately 350 coincidence events per minute, in 
the energy interval of 75 keV to 2.5 MeV, were recorded by the buffered-tape 
142 142 
memory. Ba and La decays were done simultaneously off-l ine with the two 
detectors being placed at 90° with the source and shielded from each other 
to prevent coincidence backscatter peaks from being registered. These longer-
lived activities were collected on a copper foil for 30-45 minutes, removed 
from the vacuum, and placed with other recently collected sources at one inch 
from the detector faces. An average of about 600 events per minute were 
recorded. Duration of the coincidence experiments was about 100 hours each. 
Reduction of the coincidence data was performed on the buffered-tape 
system. The contents of the magnetic buffered-tape form a 4096-4096-word 
two-parameter array. A f irst playback of the tape provides two integrated spec­
tra—a profile of all coincidences for each detector. Digital restriction 
gates are set on regions of interest in the "gating" ("B" detector) profile 
spectra to form a "window", and the coincidence tape Is again processed in 
the sort mode: each coincidence event (A, B) is checked to see If 
the B address falls within one of the gating bands as determined 
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f rom the B prof i le spectra ;  the existence of such a condit ion 
causes the A address to be transferred to the sect ion of the 16^38^-channel 
memory corresponding to the proper B band» A maximum of 4 x 4096 channel 
spectra are accumulated with each pass of  the buffered-tape, A band is 
set on a peak of interest,  and an addit ional band is usual ly set on the 
Compton background, immediately above the peak, to record the accidental  
contr ibut ions to the observed coincidences» Again the sorted spectra are 
transferred from the 16,384 -channel memory to computer compatible magnetic 
tape. 
G. Data Analysis Procedure 
The spectral data as recorded on magnetic tape was processed by a 
series of programs on the IBM 360/65 of the Iowa State University Computa­
tion Center. First, a plot of the data in semi-logarithmic and l inear form 
(single points) was obtained for detailed examination» Based on the nature 
of the experiment and the graphical output, specific regions of the data 
were chosen for preliminary analysis. 
The f irst data processing was achieved by searching the selected regions 
of the spectrum for the existence of peaks; these were detected by scanning 
the data with a window of a few-channels width and looking for a characteris­
tic behavior in the "generalized" second-differences. Assuming a single peak 
was found, its approximate centroid x^ (in channels), the peak height above 
the background y^ the estimated full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), cross-over 
point (TAU), and peak-fitting channel l imits were provided in computer com­
patible form for the second data analysis stage. Details of the searching 
procedure have been published elsewhere* (66, 6?) The software routine is 
* 
capable of detecting multiplets in the raw data; many groups of four to six 
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peaks were often found and f it simultaneously. 
The final peak-fitting procedure was performed in the conventional 
non-linear least squares method» Following the technique of Heath et al. 
(68), an analytical expression for the shape of up to nine superimposed 
peaks is used in the expression for the sum of the squares of the deviations 
of the data from their estimate; i.eo, 
= z W.[N.G _ N. (P.)]2 
where W, is a weight associated with the i  experimental data point^ N.^ 
and N.(Pj) is the calculated data value with parameters Pj» It is desired 
to minimize this expression with respect to the set of Pj; the function is 
first linearized by use of a truncated Taylor's series with respect to each 
parameter Pj. The derivatives are evaluated at the initial guesses and all 
beyond the first are neglected. The solution of the set of l inear equations 
gives the correction fiPj to be added to the initial guess since this Is 
just an approximation; the calculation is repeated using the new values of 
the parameters thus obtaining a new set of Pj. This process Is continued 
until the fractional change in ôPj Is less than some preset l imit. 
There remains, then, the choice of the functional form for Nj(Pj)o 
A detailed analysis of peak shapes from the several detectors available 
led to the adoption of the following modifled-gaussian function for an 
Individual peak: 
^Conventionally W. = (N.^) ^ but was modified, to Wj = [N|®(.95+D^N.®) + 
o 05 ^ where D is the differential non-11 near I  ty" of the ADC («005) and 
'^MAX peak height. 
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X X 
region I: y. = e [1 + A(z - ?^) J 
_ 2 
region 11 : y. = y^ e ^ 
2 
region III: y. = y^ e ^ [1 + B(-z)^] 
where y^ is the height at the centroid, 
and the "crossover" channel (TAU) is 
z = X • 
C C 
where «) i  s the FWHM. 
o 
Parameters A and B are included for a slight skewness correction in 
region I and pile-up correction in region III, respectively. In region III 
the function in its simplest form (B=0) is a pure gaussian; in region I 
(with A=0) i t is a pure exponential. Numerical studies of fitted peaks 
showed In most cases the centroid and height to be changed Insignificantly If 
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A and B were held equal to zero» 
The form for N. (Pj)  is thus 
2 ^ N. (P. )  = a + bx. + ex. + E y.  ,  (P.) 
I J ' '  k=l '  J 
where a, b, and c determine a quadrat ic ( i f  c 0 i  s used) background and 
y.  ,  is the gaussian expression for the appropriate region for the 
I J K 
peak of the group with t  ^  9» 
The output of the computat ion gives the centroid(s),  height (s),  
FWHM(s), TAU(s),  background parameters, variance of the f i t^j and area(s) 
under the individual peak(s). A graphical representation of the f it is also 
generated showing the data points and fitted curve» A typical f it is 
shown in Fig. 12 for a group of five peaks f itted In unison; the statisti­
cal errors in the data [taken as are smaller than the indicated 
data point size. 
A preliminary fitt ing of a few well defined calibration peaks gives the 
FWHM and TAU (and A and B i f needed) as functions of the centroid location; 
a l inear least-squares f it to these data determines the values of FWHM and 
TAD for all final fitt ing done on calibration and unknown spectra alike 
(with the exception of the x-rays and the annihilation radiation which have 
different values for FWHM and TAU). The usual dependence of these 
quantities is directly proportional and inversely proportional to the 
energy respectively; FWHM is more sensitive to the energy than i  s TAU. 
Once the centroids of the calibration data are known, they are used 
to determine the non-linearity of the unknown data. The calibration energies 
_ 2 
Defined by g = %MIN where n is the number of data points and m is the 
n-m 
number of  degrees of freedom. 
20 
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Fi 3. 12o A typical numerical f it to five gamma ray peaks simultaneously; the statistical 
errors in the data are less than the size of the experimental points 
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are  f i  t  to  
^true = * A(E) 
where  and  m are the zero-channel Intercept and energy-channel slope 
respectively and are fitted by a l inear least-squares calculation, and 
is the centroid channel of the peak. a(E) 's the non-linear correction 
term to be added to the measured energy to give the true energy, drawn as a 
smooth  cu rve  be tween  the  ca l ib ra t ion po in ts» The magni tude o f  a (E )  is  
small, generally corresponding to a deviation from strict l inearity of 
only a few tenths of a keV. 
Centroids of the intense peaks from the unknown plus calibration run 
are then converted to energies using the above relationship. Using the 
intense "unknown" peaks for secondary standards, the remaining unknown cen­
troids are converted to energies using the expression above» 
The background data is similarly processed and the background peaks 
in the unknown run accounted for. Use of the second calibration run 
provides a check on the baseline and gain stability of the analyzing system 
over the duration of the experiment» 
Intensities of the various gamma ray transitions are computed by multi­
plying the area of the individual photopeak by the appropriate absorber 
correction (69) and relative efficiency, as shown typically in Fig» 13, 
of the particular detector being used. (70) Relative intensities are 
obtained by dividing the corrected area of a photopeak to that of the most 
intense transition (normalized to 1000). 
Calculation of the errors associated with the centroid location (peak 
energy) and area (intensity) of a photopeak are obtained in the following 
, 
manner. One standard deviation In the centroid location is determined in 
I 
I 
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Fig° 13• Relative efficiency for one of the 30 cm Ge(Lî) detectors 
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the f i t t ing rout ine by evaluat ing^ for the individual peak, 
AX = A ] 
o n-m oo 
2 2 
where is the smal lest value of y obtained at the conclusion of the 
i terat ive procedure, n is the number of  data points, m is the number of  
degrees of freedom for the f i t ,  and is the diagonal element associated 
with the centroid of the inverse of the matr ix used to solve the set of  
l inearized equations. The f inal  energy uncertainty AE^ was obtained by 
convert ing 2 • to aE^ and adding i t  in quadrature to the uncertainty 
associated with the energy cal ibrat ion. The error in the intensity was 
approximated to be 
AI*" = S 
i= l  '  
for the t channels covering about 95% of the peak; this value is thought to 
be an upper l imit to the uncertainty and more often the uncertainty is taken 
to be 15-20% of the peak intensity. A few of the most intense peaks are 
presumed to have approximately a 10% uncertainty. These error estimates 
also reflect a 5% uncertainty in the relative efficiency determination. 
142 142 The decays of Cs and La are accompanied by many single and 
double escape peaks of the higher energy photons» Thus, to be able to help 
identify these contributions in the unknown spectra, a calibration of the 
escape peak intensity as a function of energy was determined for a few 
well-known sources; these results are shown in Fig. 14. Primary identifi-
2 
cation of escape peaks was determined by the energy difference (m^c or 
2 2m^c ) with several possible doublets being revealed by the intensity 
measurement. 
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A port ion of the coincidence data was analyzed in a manner s imi lar 
to that of the singles data. Intensit ies were obtained and compared to the 
singles intensit ies and decay scheme propert ies; the quanti tat ive agreement 
was poor. This was to be expected when considering the marginal stat ist ics 
of the coincidence experiments. Coincidence results,  for the most part  were 
determined by viewing the spectra on the osci l loscope of the analyzer and 
est imating the relat ive intensit ies of the related gamma rays. 
H. Construct ion of a Decay Scheme 
The f i rst  step in forming an energy level diagram is to consider the 
sum relat ions of al l  combinat ions of the gamma rays by pairs.  I f  
lE^ + Eg - E^ I AEj + AEg + 
is satisfied, and E^ are considered for a possible cascade. Then, 
considering the complete set of possible energy-sum relations, a tentative 
scheme is drawn bearing in mind that the gamma Intensity feeding a given 
energy level must not exceed that leaving the level. Additional transitions 
are occasionally placed by tabulating the possible occurrences of three gamma 
rays in cascade summing to a fourth; these results must be used cautiously 
because of the high probability of such a sum being purely accidental» 
Verification and correction of a tentative decay scheme is accomplished 
by checking with the results of coincidence experiments.Défini te coincidence 
relationships (or In some cases, the lack of same)confirm the existence of a 
cascade and approximate intensity ratios are used, on occasion, to locate 
missing transitions or determine the ordering of a particular cascade, 
A level Is placed in the scheme If any one of the following three 
criteria is met: 1) a confirmed coincidence Is seen, with one of the 
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two gamma transitions previously placed in the scheme; 2) a minimum of 
three transitions populate or depopulate other established levels; or 
3) if a high energy transition in cascade with the first excited state 
to ground state transition leads to a level higher than the highest gamma 
ray energy, i t is placed as a transition to the ground state. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The tables, spectra and diagrams included in this chapter summarize 
experimental measurements of the energies and intensities of the gamma 
ray transitions observed in the decays of the four A = 142 nuclides. In 
three of the four cases under investigation, the decay of cesium being in 
doubt, the energy level diagrams constructed from these data have been 
verified (in part) by separate coincidence measurements. 
No direct information was obtained about any beta decay properties; 
the discussion relating to internal conversion coefficients and comparative 
half-l ives is based on the indirect evidence obtained from the gamma ray 
decay scheme and energy level systematlcs of the mass region. The log ft 
values are calculated from the nomograms found in the Table of Isotopes 
(48). The log ft values are presented to aid in forming a more complete 
picture of the energy level structure and modes of decay of the nuclide; 
these numbers represent l itt le more than a speculation about the nature of 
the parent nucleus beta decay. 
The many spectra included are the actual data as accumulated with no 
corrections for background contributions or statistical smoothing. Several 
spectra have been divided into small regions to facilitate reproduction and 
individual peak Identification. Energy level diagrams are drawn in the 
usual manner with the observed coincidences being noted by 9 full circle. 
The energy of the transition Is presented.to the nearest 0.1 keV and the 
percent branching by gamma ray emission from each level Is indicated within 
the parentheses. 
]L2 
A. Decay of Xe 
Xenon-142 decays to '^^Cs by negaton . emission with a half-l ife of 
1.25 sec. The excited states of cesium are depopulated by more than 170 
gamma ray transitions. Figs, 15, I6a-f show an observed gamma ray spectrum 
as a combination of the xenon and cesium decays. Fig. 15 spans the 30 
keV to 360 keV region showing a portion of the fine detail encountered; 
measurement of the weak photopeaks is difficult and their inclusion in the 
energy level diagram is often not attempted. X-rays of cesium and lead are 
clearly identified; the lead K x-rays interfere with a gamma transition 
142 
at 73»' keV in the Xe decay. Figs. I6a-f exhibit the "equilibrium" 
142 142 
spectra from Xe and Cs. The highest observed gamma ray is at 
. 142 5393»D keV and belongs to the Cs decay. 
142 142 Enhanced spectra for both Xe decay and Cs decay are shown i  n 
Figs. 17a-g. The upper spectrum in each figure was accumulated with the 
moving tape collector operating in the continuous mode, thus emphasizing 
the xenon decay; the lower spectrum shows enhancement for the cesium decay 
by accumulating in the discontinuous mode. Comparing the relative inten­
sities of similar gamma ray peaks in the two modes allows nearly all of the 
transitions to be assigned to one decay or the other. Assignment of all 
142 gamma rays above 2078 keV to the Cs decay is made on the observation that 
no prominent transition above this energy is seen to stand out in the xenon 
enhancement; in addition, the Q.-value for cesium (7*24 MeV) is larger 
142 than that for xenon (4.34 MeV) (71). The Xe decay spectrum is not 
complicated by single- and double-escape peaks from high energy gamma rays 
although escape peaks are present from the cesium high energy transitions. 
Table 2 l ists the observed transition energies and,their intensities 
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(corrected for absorption and detector efficiency) relative to that of the 
571°7 keV transition. The fourth column of the table lists the transitions 
observed in coincidence with the gating transition. Several of the coin­
cidence relations are questionable as a result of marginal statistics in 
the coincidence experiment» Placement of the particular transition in the 
level scheme is indicated in column three. 
Fig. 18 is the low energy level scheme deduced from energy sums and 
coincidence relations. The existence of the level at 12.2 keV is inferred 
from several pairs of transitions differing by this amount and from the 
gamma ray cascades constructed from the coincidence data. Levels at 39° 0 
and 85'4 keV are placed from consideration of the coincidence relations of 
the 73.1, 124.3, 157-2, 164.8, 203.6, 211.6, 218.8, 3 52 . 9, 414. 5, 453- 1, 
538.1 and 571°7 keV gamma rays. Fig. 15 clearly shows at least one transi­
tion at 39*0 keV; however, two such gamma energies are needed to place the 
coincident peaks in a meaningful order. A 33.0 keV line that would 
coincide with the Cs x-ray is placed between the 242.5 keV and 209.5 
keV levels to account for the possible coincidence between the 218.8 keV 
and 414.5 keV lines. 
Additionally, a second 203.6 keV transition is placed in direct cascade 
with the 414.5 keV gamma ray to account for the very strong coincidence seen; 
the 191.7 keV line is not seen in a strong coincidence with the 414.5 
keV peak as it should be if there were just the 203.6 keV transition to 
the ground state. The 191°7 and lower 203.6 keV lines are placed in 
parallel to account for several coincidence relations involving both of 
these peaks. An estimate of the intensity of the two 203.6 keV lines is 
based on the data of the 414.5 keV gated spectrum. 
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1^2 Table 2o Gamma ray transitions in Cs 
_ Relative Level Scheme , . . . , Energy .(keVj , ^ - a ni ^ Observed Coincidences, 
ntensity Placement 
12o2 + . 1 ^  12o2 -» ground 
state 
33.0 + .  ^  242.5 209.5^ 
39° 0 + .2 e 39*0 ground 
state 
and , 
242.5 -» 203.6° 
46.4 + o2 e 85.4 39.0 
.f 
57.6 + .3 e 70.4 12.2 
and 
656.8 _ 599.6 
59.7 ± .3 e 656.8 ^ 597,6 
68.3 + .2 e 
70.4 + o2 e 70.4 -« ground 
state 
73.14 + .11 454+130^ 85.4 - 12.2 124.3, 157.2, 218.8, 414.5, 
538.1, 571.7 
94.65 +.10 15 + 4 304.1 -.209.5 124.3, 197,2 
100.5 + .2 6 + 2 304.1 -.203.6 
and f 
756.9 -. 656.8^ 
105.6 + .3 5+2 
1 1 3 . 0  +  . 5  2 + 1  
^Measured relative to 571.7 keV 
byhis transition is below the detector's threshold; intensity is unknown 
^If transition exists^ it coincides with the Cs x-rays making accurate 
. measurement difficult 
See text for explanation 
^Detector efficiency not known at these energies 
^Used in more than one place in level diagram 
^Estimated; Pb x-rays interfer with measurements 
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Table  2 .  Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Relative ^ Level Scheme observed Coincidences 
^ '  Intensity Placement 
118.3 + o2 7± 2 203.6 _ 85.4 
and 
718.2 - 599.6 
and -
774.9 - 656.8 
120.2 + =3 5 + 2 718.2 597.6 
124.31 ± .04 6 2 + 1 5  209.5 85.4 73.1, 94.7, 414.5 (?), 5 
142.5 + . 3 6 + 2 
157.18 + .02 127 + 27 242.5 85.4 73.1, 414.5, 538. 1 
162.5 + 0 5 4 + 2  
164.81 + .02 1 6 3 + 3 1  203.6 -» 39.0 414.5, 453.1 
167.0 + .2 11 + 3 
170.6 + .2 10 + 3 209.5 - 39.0 
180.1 + .3 6 + 2  250.6 - 70,4 
191.56 + .02 283 ± 51 203.6 -> 12.2 406.5 (?), 414.5, 453.1 
197.19 ± .07 57 ± 12 209.5 - 12.2 94.7, 414.5 (?), 547.4 
203.64 + 0O5 215 + 59 203.6 ground 394.0, 
state 453.1, 
406.5 (?), 
514.4, 538. 
414.5, 
1 
503 + 125 242.5 - 39.0* 
.211.56 + .06 4 0 + 8  250.6 - 39.0 406.5, 1108.3 (?) 
218.84 + .05 4 7 + 8  304.1 85.4 73.1, 352.8 
224.2 + .5 5 + 2 
23 0.22 + . 05 4 7 + 8  242.5 _ 12.2 414.5, 538.1 
238.8 + . 5^ 17 + 4 250.6 12.2 
240.0 + .4^ 17 + 4 
242.5 + .4 7 + 3 242.5 ground 
state 
250.59 + c 02 260 + 44 250.6 -* ground 349. 0, 
state 
406.5 
262.6 + .4 5 ± 2 
265.1 + .3 10 + 3 3 04.1 _» 3 9.0 
^Possibly a singlet at 239°4 
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Table  2 .  Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Relative 1ntensi ty^ 
Level Scheme 
Piacement 
286.89 « 04 78 ± 16 943.4 656.8 
291.88 + 0O3 1 5 2 + 2 9  304. 1 - 12.2 
303.8 + .4 9± 3 304.1 -«ground 
state 
308.59 ± 0O5 71 + 15 
312.6 + .2 27 + 6 
329.8 + .2 17 + 4 
333.7 ± .2 2 1 + 5  
337.9 + .4 7± 3 
342.2 + .4 9± 3 
349.0 + .2 58 + 12 599.6 - 250.6 
352.84 + .05 1 0 8 + 2 1  656.8 -^ 304.1 
373.2 + .4 10 + 3 
380.13 + .09 63 + 13 
394.03 + .05 146 + 28 597.6 - 203.6 
404.7 + .3 2 8 + 6  
406.5 + .2 105 + 20 656.8 - 250.6 
411.6 + .4 1 3 + 4  1068.2 -656.8 
414.45+.15 430 + 69 65608 -242.5 
418.7 ± .3 1 9 + 5  
421.7 ± .5 n +3 
428.11 + .10 5 4 + 1 1  
432.07 + .15 38 + 8 
438.13 ± .10 57 ± 11 1194.6 - 756.9 
442.8 + .4 1 3 + 3  
447.0 + .2 51 + 11 656.8 -*209.5 
453.05 + .04 182 + 33 656.8 -*203.6 
467.98 + .10 217 + 38 718.2 -*250.6 
and 
1068.2 " 599.6 
Observed Coincidences 
352.8, 891 o5 
250.6 
191.6, 203.6 
203 . 6, 23 0. 2, 53 8.1 
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Table  2 .  Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Re1 ati ve 1 . » . 3 1ntensity 
Level Scheme 
Placement Observed Coincidences 
497.6 + . 3 2 0 + 5  
514O4 + . 3 4 0 + 9  718.2 203.6 203.6 
524.28 + . 12 5 4 + 1 1  774.9 250.6 250.6 
538.12 + .03 752 + 100 1194.6-* 656.8 157.2, 191.6, 203.6, 230. 
250.6, 352.8, 414.5, 453. 
571.7, 617.8, 644.6, 6560 
2, 
8 
547.44 + . 12 63 + 12 756.9 " 209.5 
557*6 + 0 2 51 + 11 
562.3 + . 5 2 0 + 5  
571.66 + .02 1000 + 103 656.8 —85.4 73. 1, 53 8.1 
578.3 + . 3 28 + 6 
582.4 + . 2 5 2 + 1 1  
586.7 ± . 2 3 6 + 7  65608 -»70.4 
598.2 + . 2 5 2 + 1 1  
605.47 + .06 218 + 32 
617.82 + .04 763 ± 99 656.8 -39.0 538.1 
627.4 + 0 6 218 + 35 
642* 5 + • 3 96 + 18 
644.55 + .04 628 + 81 656.8 -12o2 538.1 
6560 83 + .08 825 + 91 65608 -•ground 
state 
538.1 
662.0 + .  5 28 + 6 
664.4 + . 2 193 + 31 
669.0 + .  4 20 + 4 
672.0 + . 2 69 + 14 756.9 - 85.4 
693*5 + • 3 48 + 10 
709.4 + . 2 16 + 4 
712.3 ± . 6 11 + 3 1312.3 - 599.6 
718.2 + .  3 10 + 3 718.2 -«ground 
state 
and n 
756.9 -39.0^ 
# 
724.8 + . 8 10 + 3 
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Table  2 .  Cont inued 
Energy (keï) Observed Coincidences 
727.2 + .6 14 + 4 
734.6 + .3 41+ 9  
737.1 ± .2 157 + 30 
740.5 ± .2 28 + 6 
744.6 + c2 22 + 5 756.9 - 12.2 
761,1 + .3 2 0 + 5  
765.5 ± .2 4 1 + 9  
775.9 ± .4 33 + 7 
792.0 + .4 12 + 3 
801.1 + .2 68 + 14 
806.7 + .2 69 + 14 1875.5 - 1058.2 
815.4 + .3 37 + 8 
823.6 + .6 16 + 4 
830.5 + .5 19 + 5 
863.9 + .5 22 + 5 1068.2 -» 203.6 
891.5 + .3 115 + 21 1194.6 - 304.1 
900.8 + .2 1 3 + 4  
917.9 + .3 33 + 7 
930.8 + .2 2 1 + 5  934.4 -12.2 
943.4 + .5 29 + 6 934.4 -•ground 
state 
957.3 + .2 6 6 + 1 3  
982.4 + .4 2 0 + 5  1068.2 - 85.4 
991.5 ± .2 79 + 14 
997.0 + .3 39 + 8 1068.2 70.4 
1019.6 + .5 30 + 6 
1041.3 + .8 15 + 5 
1049.5+ .9 12 + 4 
1056.0 + .7 5 + 2  1068.2 12.2 
1068.2 + .4 4 4 + 8  1068.2 ground 
State 
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Table  2 .  Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Observed Coincidences 
1089« 4 + . 6 15 + 4 
1108.3 + .5 22 + 5 1194.6 -> 85.4 
and 
1312.3 _ 203.6^ 
1156.9 + .2 6 7 + 1 1  1875.5 718.2 
1164.7 ± .4 27 + 6 
1183.7 ± .5 22 + 8 
1187.3 ± c2 67 + 12 
1194.6 + .2 70 ± 15 1194.6 -* ground 
state 
1219.18 + .09 82 + 16 1875.5 656.8 
1227.12 + .07 242 ± 40 1312,3 -» 85.4 
1232.9 ± .2 42 + 9 
1258.17 ± . 10 99 + 19 
12660 + 1. 6 + 2  
1300.24 + .08 397 + 58 1312.3 - 12.2 
1303.6 + .5 41 + 8 
1312.34 + .09 286 + 44 1312.3 -» ground 
state 
1338.3 + .5 2 9 + 6  
1362.4 + .9 15 + 4 
1377.4 + .4 14 + 4 
1384.5 ± .3 14 + 4 
1395.0 + .3 1 8 + 5  
1410.50 + . 15 88 + 17 
1432.3 + .9 15 + 4 
1455.8 + .5 12 + 4 
1472.8 + .3 20 + 5 
i486.5 + .8 17 + 5 . 
1511.4 + .4 15 + 4 
1519.7 + .7 9 + 3 
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Table  2» Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Relative I ntens i ty*" 
Level Scheme 
Piacement Observed Coincidence 
1542.3 + .4  11 ± 3 
1595.1 + . 6 16 +  4  
1602.4 + .2 23 + 5 
1607.0 + .2 4 6 + 1 0  
1616.8 + c5 7 + 2 
1625.2 + .4 11 + 3 1875.5 - 250.6 
1633.1 + o2 21 + 5 1875.5 - 242.5 
1640.0 + .8 5 ± 2  
1663.6 + .5 12 + 3 
1671.9 + o5 17 + 4 1875.5 - 203.6 
1711.0 + .2 25 + 6 
1718.9 + ,3 1 9 ±  5  
f
 
CO
 
+ 
.9 14 + 4 
1756.9 + .3 15 + 4 
00 
+ .4 1 1  + 3  
1781.0 + o3 12 + 3 
1790.7 + .5 12 + 3 1875.5 - 85.4 
1805.2 + o7 10 + 3 1875.5 " 70,4 
1832.4 + .4 3 7 + 8  
0
 
00 
+ 
.3 3 6 + 8  1875.5 " 39.0 
1844.3 + .2 28 + 6 
1862.2 + .2 2 1 + 6  
1875.5 + .3 30 + 7 1875=5 - ground 
s t a t e  
1902.1 + .2 65 ± 14 
1972.2 + .5 1 8 +  5  
1996.3 + .4 1 8 + 5  
2078.5 + .4 22 + 5 
siS 
774.9 
756.9 
718.2 
656.6 
599.6 
597.6 
% MW~ W O) 
304.1 
250.6 
242 5 
2 5 = 209.5 
203.6 
70.4 
Low energy level structure Cs following the beta decay of 
72 
Fig. 19 presents the high energy states and the gamma rays depopula­
ting these levels which are established by observed coincidences with pre­
viously placed transitions and/or by several energy sums to the level. 
On the basis of the gamma' ray placement^, most of the beta decay strength 
to excited states appears as feeding to the 656.8 keV level and, depending 
on the magnitude of the internal conversion coefficients of the low energy 
transitions, possibly the 12.2, 39.0, 70.^, and 85.4 keV levels. Nothing is 
known about the ground state beta branching. Without direct observation of 
the intensity of the gamma transitions between these low energy levels, it 
is not possible to calculate the conversion coefficients and log ft values» 
For many nuclei in this mass region. Ml transitions are common; hence 
total internal conversion coefficients In the range of «5 and 10 are to be 
expected for those transitions below approximately 100 keV. (72) 
Three large gaps In the level diagram are noted (see Figs. 18 and 19). 
There may be several energy levels within these regions, but the gamma ray 
Intensities associated with such levels are not large enough to observe 
coincidence relationships with more Intense transitions» A more refined 
coincidence study should yield the Information needed to place the "missing" 
energy levels. 
1U2 
B. Decay of Cs 
The most elusive decay for the four Isotopes being Investigated is 
IU2 142 that of Cs to Ba. A number of difficulties are encountered when 
studying the daughter member of two activities with similar half-lives. 
The first problem is the great difficulty in obtaining an adequate separa­
tion of the decaying activities. As demonstrated In Table 1 and Fig. 9j the 
tape collector parameters can be adjusted to give a very good separation 
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142 Cs following the beta decay of 
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at the expense of source strength» Yet a strong activity is necessary to 
study the weaker gamma ray transitions» The compromise provides a marginal 
separation of the activities that could result in doubtful validity for 
the assignment of the weaker peaks» 
Another difficulty is the lack of intense low energy photo peaks» With 
the exception of the 359»5 and 966°9 keV lines, there are no gamma rays with 
energies less than 1 MeV which have enough intensity to be used as a gate in 
a coincidence experiment» The great proliferation of higher energy transi­
tions would be excellent for coincidence experiments if it weren't for the 
inherent low efficiency of the Ge(Li) detectors; in the present case, a 
100 hour accumulation provided insufficient statistics above 1175 keV. 
The use of Nal(Tl) detectors, with much better efficiency factors at high 
energies, was ruled out due to the density of transitions above 2 MeV» 
142 The measured gamma ray energies in the decay of Cs are shown in 
Table 3 together with their intensities. Errors in both quantities are 
larger than those quoted for the other isotopes because of the lack of 
adequate statistics needed to accomplish a satisfactory numerical f it to the 
data. The few coincidences seen are listed in Table 3» The single and 
double escape peaks were identified by the procedure outlined in the 
142 
section on the decay of La and are tabulated in Table 4. 
Construction of a decay scheme proceeded with great difficulty the 
resulting diagram is shown in Fig. 20 with only those levels being shown 
that are supported by coincidence data or unique energy sums. A large 
number of higher excited states are postulated by energy sums, but due to 
the number of gamma rays involved, no unique levels were found; that is, 
each gamma ray can be placed in any one of several transition sites giving 
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142 Table 3 o Gamma ray transitions in Ba 
Energy (keV) Relative 1ntensi ty^ 
Level Scheme 
Placement Observed Coincidences 
140.0 + o 6 7 + 4  
1 7 5 . 7 + 0  7 6 + 3 
186.3 + . 3 5 + 3 
208.8 + . 4 5 ± 3 1535.4 ^ 1326.5 
277.2 + . 8 5 + 3 
N>
 
00
 
00
 
1 +
 
6 5 ± 3 
325° 1 + 0 5 6 ± 3 
359.52 ± .02 1000 + 94 359'5 ground 
S t a t e  
475.0 (?), 966.9, 1064.4, 
1100.6 (?), 1175.9, 1243.5 (' 
1279.9, 1333.1 (?), 1423.0, 
1768.5, 1982.1 
401.6 + 0 5 7 + 3 
459.3 ± . 6 10 + 4 
475c 0 + . 3 12 + 4 
492 0 8+0 6 2 + 1 
608«4 + 0 2 3 ± 1 
635.4 + 0 6 2 + 1 
841.0 + . 5 2 + 1 
857.3 ± 0 5 1 4 + 5  
915.4 + . 7 1 1 + 4  
932.9 ± 0 2 2 7 + 6  
966.92 + 0 1 0  365 + 70 1326.5 M 359.5 359.5 
986.2 + . 4 17 + 4 
1015.3 ± .5 1 1  + 3  2341.4 -4 1326.5 
1064.2 + .4 32 + 6 1423.7 =» 359.5 359.5 
1100.6 + 
.3 2 1 + 5  1 - " 
1118.2 +. « 6 1 0 + 4  2757.2 1639.4 
1137.5 ± .5 9 + 4  
^Measured relative to 359.52 keV 
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Table  3» Cont inued 
Energy (keV) Relati ve 1ntens i ty^ Level Scheme observed Coincidences P.I a cement 
1175.88 + .08 119 ± 24 1535.4 - 359.5 359.5 
1192.6 + .4 1 6 + 5  
1243.5 ± o1 17 + 6 
1279.88 + . 07 73 ± 13 1639.4 _ 359.5 359.5 
1326.48 + .02 362 + 56 132605 ground 
• state 
1333.1 + .2 50 + 11 359.5 (?) 
1349. + 1. 3 ± 1 
1422.96 + ,05 8 0 + 1 7  1782.5 ^ 359.5 359.5 
1559.7 + .08 32 + 10 
1610.9 + .2 15 ± 5 
1768.5 + .1 2 1 + 6  2128.0-359.5 
1818.1 + .1^ 1 8 + 5  
1898.81 + .09 50 + 9 
1915.6 + .2 12 + 4 
1935.3 ± .15 2 0 + 5  
1957.0 + .5 16 + 4 
1960.9 ± .5 8 + 3  
1982.1 + .1 63 ± 12 2341.4 - 359.5 359.5 
2006.6 + .8 4 + 2  
2050.2 + .6 4 + 2  
2057.2 + .5 5 ± 2 
2152.0 + .5 5 ± 2 
2165.4 + .5 5 ± 2 
2186.1 + .8 4 + 2  
2191.7 ± .7 4 + 2  
2246.5 + ol'^ 32 + 7 
2254.1 + .2 22 + 6 
double-escape peak is also found at this energy 
^A single-escape peak is also found at this energy 
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Table  3 .  Cont i  nued 
Energy (keV) Relative 1ntensi ty^ Energy (! keV) 
Re 1 at i VI 
1ntensi 
2286.2 + .9 4 + 2 2987.5 + « 6 5 ± 2 
2300. 0 + .4 7 + 3 2992.6 + .5 6 + 3 
2334.6 + .4 7 ± 3 3079.7 + .7 5 + 2 
2341.4 + .2 12 + 4 3144.4 + .2 14 + 4 
2351.2 + .3 1 1 + 4  3167.3 + .4 9 + 3 
23 93 . 4 + .5 7 ± 3 3182.3 + • 6 6 + 3 
2397.6 + .2 1 8 + 5  3262.0 + .4 1 1 + 4  
2411.7 ± .4 3282.9 + .2 4 1 + 8  
2444.4 + .7 3 + 2 3310.2 + .8 4 + 2  
2455.2 + o5 5 ± 2 3368.9 + .5 7 + 3  
2499.8 + . 6 4 + 2  3402.9 + .9 3 + 2 
2508.3 + .4 7 ± 3  3426.1 + .2 -21 + 5 
2522.6 + .2 19 + 5 3573.03 + .09 4 9 + 1 0  
2544.5 ± .4 7± 3 3662.5 + .4 10 + 3 
2555.4 + .9 4 + 2  3667.9 + .9" 2 + 1 
2575.7 ± .7 5 + 2 3 786.6 + .2 16 + 4 
2613.6 + .3 9 ± 3 3 798.2 + .2 19 + 4 
2655.2 + .4 7 + 3 3835.0 + .2 22 + 5 
2676.5 + .4 6 + 3 3852.7 + .7 6 + 3  
2720.0 + .8 5 ± 2 3870.5 + .2"^ 1 3 + 4  
2725.3 ± .2 32 + 7 3876.8 + .8 7 + 3 
2757.2 + .2 22 + 5 3881.7 + 1.3 4 + 2  
2784.6 + c3 10 + 4 3897.3 + o4 8 ± 3  
2795.7 + .5 5 + 2 3931.7 ± .2 22 + 5 
2840.2 + .3 9 + 3 3 938. 7 + .6 5+ 2 
2856.Î + .5 5 + 2 3953.7 + 1.0 3 + 2 
2882.50 + .11 26 + 6 3982.4 + .5" 3 + 2 
2924.10+ ,10 3 8 + 7  4008.8 + .8 4 + 2  
2939.1 + .4 9 ± 3  4028.1 + 
.4= 7 + 3  
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Table  3 .  Cont inued 
Energy . (keV) Relative I ntensi ty'^ Energy (keV) 
Relative 
Intensity^ 
4036.6 + 7 + 3 
4086.5 + .5 6 + 3 
4096.1 + .3 10 + 3 
4145.0 + 
.7 4 + 2 
4178.6 + .5 5 + 2 
4198.1 + .5 5 + 2 
4205.4 + 
.7 4 + 2  
4218.5 + 1.0 2 + 1 
4237.1 + .2 17 + 4 
4249.4 + .4 6 ± 3 
4276,5 + .3 6 + 3 
4362.5 + .8 3 + 2 
4369.3 + o2 22 + 5 
4388.9 + .6 5 + 2 
4396.1 + .8 3 ± 1 
4418.0 + .2 21 + 5 
4494.2 + .4 6 + 3 
4538.6 + . 7 3 + 1 
4549.5 + .4 4 + 2 
4564.8 + .4 5 + 2 
4577.2 + .5 4 + 2 
4609.5 + .4 5 + 2 
4647.2 + .4 7 + 3 
4668.2 +1.1 2 + 
4691.9 +1-3 2 + 
4697.6+1.0 3 + 
4730.7 + 1.0 2 + 
4811.5 + .9 2 + 
4862.4 + .7 3 + 
4874.5+1.1 1 + 
4892.3 + .6 3 + 
4935.4 +1.1 2 + 
5112.5 + .8 2 + 
5393.6 + .7 1 + 
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Table 4. Single and double escape peaks of '^^Ba 
Full Energy Single Escape; Deviation Double Escape; Deviation 
(keV) (keV) (keV) 
2522.6 1501.4 (.8) 
2613.6 1591.7 (.1) 
2725.3 2215.0 (.7) 1703.4 (.1) 
2757.2 2246.5® (.3) 1735.8 (.6) 
2840.2 1818.13 (.1) 
2882.5 2371.5 (.0) 1862.2 (1.7) 
2924.1 1902.1 (.0) 
3144.4 2632.3 (.9) 2122.3 (.1) 
3155.2 2133.1 (.1) 
3167.3 2144.5 (.8) 
3262.0 2239.1 (.9) 
3282.9 2771.9 (.0) 2260.9 (.0) 
3426.1 2915.5 (.4) 2404.1 (.0) 
3438.0 2416.1 (.1) 
3573.0 3062.8 (.7) 2550.9 (.1) 
3662.5 2640.0 (.5) 
37860 6 3276.3 (.7) 2763.9 (.7) 
3798.2 3286.5 (.7) 2776.3 (.1) 
3835.0 3324.0 (.0) 2813.0 (.0) 
3870.5 3359.6 (.1) 2848.5 (.0) 
3897.3 3387.4 (1.1) 2875.5 (.2) 
3931.7 3420.5 (.2) 2909.7 (.0) 
4028.1 3516.9 (.2) 3006.8 (.7) 
4036,6 3526.7 (1.1) 3014.6 (.0) 
4096.1 3072.5 (1.6) 
4178.6 3667.9® (.3) 3155.2 (1.4) 
4237.1 3727.6 (1.5) 3215.1 (.0) 
4249.4 3739.1 (.7) 3228.0 (.6) 
full-energy photopeak is also found at this energy 
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Table  4 .  Cont inued 
Full Energy Single Escape; Deviation Double Escape; Deviation 
(keV) (keV) (keV) 
4276.5 3765.6 GO 3256.0 (1.5) 
4369.3 3858.3 (oO) 3347.1 (.2) 
4418. 0 3907.0 (.0) 3396.0 (.0) 
4494.2 3982.4* (.8) 3472.6 (.4) 
4538.6 4028. la (.5) 3516.9 (.3) 
4549.5 4036.6® (1.9) 3526.7 (.8) 
4564.8 4053.4 (.4) 3542.7 (.1) 
4577.2 4066.9 (.7) 3555.3 (.1) 
4609.5 3586.9 (.6) 
4647.2 4136.7 (.5) 3625.7 (.5) 
4862.4 4351.5 (.1) 3843.0 (2.6) 
4892.3 3870.5® (.2) 
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142 FIQc 20. Partial energy level diagram of Ba following the beta decay 
of '42c; 
82 
a plausible decay scheme. Without any coincidence relationships among these 
levels, no further placements can be made with any degree of certainty. 
Positive statements can be made about the existence of the 3 59» 5 keV, 
the 1326.5 keV, the 1535.4 keV and i639'4 keV levels. The first is estab­
lished by the strong intensity of the 359°5 keV line, the second by a strong 
coincidence of the 966.9 keV line with the 3 59*5 keV transition and the energy 
sum adding to the 1326.5 keV line which is not seen in coincidence with 
either cascade transition. The levels at 1535.4 and 1639.4 keV levels are 
placed because of strong coincidences of the 1175.9 and 1279*9 keV lines 
with the 359»9 keV peak. 
Because of the incomplete decay scheme, no attempt has been made to 
142 
calculate log ft values for the beta decay of Cs. 
142 C. Decay of Ba 
Fifty-five gamma ray transitions have been identified In the de-
142 
excitation of the states in La. A typical singles spectrum is shown in 
F î g o  2 1  a-b, with the lanthanum x-rays clearly seen. The highest energy 
transit ion Is at 1379»9 keV. Table 5 l ists the observed transit ion 
energies, intensities, coincidences, and level scheme assignment; all but 
142 
four lines have been placed Into twenty excited levels of La as shown 
in Fig. 22. Two or three weak unresolved lines are located at approximately 
62 keV; these have not been considered in construction of the decay scheme. 
The strong line at 77.6 keV Is the first excited state to ground state 
transition; Its proximity to the lead x-rays causes the intensity and energy 
uncertainties to be larger than for well defined gamma rays. A triplet 
142 
of photo peaks is found at 433 keV; two belong In the decay of Ba as 
142 
verified by coincidence studies and one belongs to the La decay. The 
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142 Table 5» Gamma ray transit ions in La 
Energy (keV) Relative 
Intensi ty^ 
Level Scheme 
Placement 
Observed 
Coi ncî dences 
69.4 + 
b 
o3 20^ 147.0 77.6 77.6, 216.3 
76=8 + .6 5Cfjd 154.6 77.6 
77.6 + . I  540^'  ^  77.6 ground 122.9, 162.0, 222,6 
state 231.5, 283.9, 286.2. 
599.8, 840.2, 894.9 
1000.9, 1093 - 6, 
1126.5, 1379.9 
122.89 + .08 52 + 7 432.3 309.0 77.6, 154.2 (?), 
231.5, 309.0 
154.22 + .09 29 + 4 309.0 - 154.6 122.9, 840.2 (?) 
162.0 + .2 6 + 4 309.0 - 147.0 69.4 
1 76. 82 + .08 83 ± 10 432.3 255.1 255.1, 434.4 (?) 
216.3 + .1 1 1 + 3  363.8 - 147.0 77.6, 840.2 
222.6 + .1 15 + 3 300.2 - 77.6 77.6 
231.52 + .04 572 + 82 309.0 77.6 77.6, 122.9, 769.4, 
894.9, 1148.3 (?) 
242.7 + .2 9 + 4 604.2 -» 361.5 283.9, 599.8 
255.12 + .04 1000 + 87 255.1 ground 176.8, 823-4, 
state 948.8, 1202.2 
269.33 + .09 3 8 + 5  604.2 —• 334.8 334.8, 599.8 
283.9 + .3 10 + 4 361.5 - 77.6 77.6 (?), 242.7 (?) 
286.2 + .1 52 + 8 363.9 -* 77.6 77.6, 840.2, 1093.6 
309.02 + .05 127 + 17 309.0 ground 122.9, 894.9 
state 
Measured relative to 255-12 keV 
Several un-resolved gamma rays near 62 keV 
'Estimated; detector efficiency is not well calibrated at these energies 
^Pb x-rays are superimposed making intensity measurements difficult 
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Table S» Continued 
P /. Relative Level Scheme Observed 
ne gy 6 Intensity® Placement Coincidence 
334.8 ± .1 7 0 + 1 0  334.8 -* ground 
state 
269.3, 
599= 8, 
473.4 (?), 
1122.6 
337.1 + .2 14 + 3 1204.1 - 867.0 
346.7 + .5 8 + 4 425.0 - 77.6 
? 00 o + .05 2 2 2 + 3 1  363.8 -* ground 
state 
840.2, 1093.6 
379.1 + .1 26 + 4 1457.5 1078=5 
417.8 + .3 19 + 4 
425.03 + .06 275 ± 40 425.0 ground 
s tate 
432.3 + .3" 55 + 8 432.3 -» ground 
state 
434.4 (? )  
434.4 + .4® 17 ± 3 867.0 - 432.3 122.9 
432.3 
(?), 176.8, 
(? )  
448.1 + .5 12 + 3 
457.3 + .2 22 + 4 792.2 _ 334.8 
473.4 + .2 17 ± 3 818.2 334.8 
488.3 + .5 6 + 4 1078.5 - 590.7 
513.3 + .5 13 ± 5^ 590.7 - 77.6 
531.9 + .6 5 + 4 867.0 - 334.8 
537.5 + .5 6 + 4 792.2 - 255.1 
558.3 + .3 17 ± 3 867.0 ^ 309.0 
590.7 + o3 14 + 3 590.7 -* ground 
state 
599.84 + .08 9 0 + 1 0  1204.1 -» 604.2 242.7, 
334.8, 
269.3, 283 
448.1, 604, 
604.2 + .3 18 + 4 604.2 -» ground 
state 
769.4 + .2 34 + 4 1078.5 -, 309.0 
e„ 142, 
'A 433*3 keV transition from La decay is also present 
^Annihilation gamma ray interferes wi th intensity measurement; a 514.7 
keV transition from La decay is also present 
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Table 5.  Continued 
/. Relative Level Scheme Observed 
nergy e Intensity^ Placement Coincidence 
786.4 ± o3 -
1-1 
792.2 + .49 12 + 4 792.2 -+ ground 
state 
823.4 + 
.3 2 3 + 4  1078.5 - 255.1 
840.23 + .07 170 + 25 1204.1 _ 363.8 77.6, 
216.3 
876.6 + 
.9 4 + 3 
894.9 ± .1^ 615 ± 64 1204.1 - 309.0 77.6, 
948. 75 ± c 06 500 + 70 1204.1 - 255.1 255.1 
1000.86 + .05 440 + 64 1078.5 - 77.6 
1032.8 + c3 27 + 4 1457.5 425.0 
1078.48 + .05 522 ± 75 1078.5 -, ground 
state 
1093.62 + .06 124 + 17 1457.5 -, 363.8 
1122.6 + o3 1 7 ± 3  1457.5 -, 334.8 77.6 
1126.54 + 0
 
00
 
86 + 12 1204.1 -, 77» 6 77.6 
1148.3 ± .3 22 + 3 3457.5 -.309.0 
1202.2 + . I 300 + 40 1457.5 - 255=1 255.1 
1204.06 + 0
 
00
 
766 + 85 1204.1 -» ground 
state 
1283.4 + 
.5 9 + 4 1283 .4 ground 
state 
1379.9 ± . 1 191 ± 25 1457.5 - 77.6 77.6 
weak background line may be included 
^A gamma transition occurs at the same energy in the '^^La decay 
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Fig, 22c Energy level structure of 142 La following the beta decay of 
89 
strong gamma transition at 894.9 keV is a doublet with one member each in 
142 142 
the La and Ba decays; the coincidence spectrum as gated by this line 
is shown in Fig. 23. The upper spectrum is obtained by gating on the line 
itself and the lower spectra is due to a similar gate set on the background 
just above the 8S4o9 peak» This latter gate shows, of course, the contri­
bution to the coincidence spectrum due to the Compton scattered higher 
energy gamma rays. Transitions in both nuclides are in coincidence with 
the 894.9 keV transition. 
The total gamma ray intensity feeding the 77°6 keV level exceeds that 
de-populating the state; hence a large amount of this de-excitation must 
proceed by internal conversion. If no beta feeding to this level is assumed, 
the minimum total internal conversion coefficient must be 1.7. Table 6 
presents the theoretical coefficients for the several types of transitions 
found in this mass region (72). 
Table 6. Theoretical internal conversion coefficients for 77 keV 
Shell 
Contribution El E2 E3 Ml M2 
K .416 2.58 12.2 1.99 22.5 
h .041 .224 .926 .250 4.23 
1-11 .008 .852 33.3 .020 .471 
"-111 .011 .994 36.3 .004 .922 
Total .476 4.65 82.7 2.26 28.1 
From the tabulation it can be concluded the transition will not be El 
nor is it likely to be E3 or M2 even with a considerable amount of beta 
feeding to the 77»6 keV level. A pure Ml gamma transition for this 
i 
M 
1 
vo 
o 
ENERGY (keV) 
Fig» 23. Coincidence spectrum; upper: gate set on 894.9 keV peak, lower: Compton background 
contri buti on 
91 
de-excitation is used in the calculation for the beta feeding to the 
77»& keV level; a similar situation is observed in the decay of ^^^Ba for 
140 
which the 30 keV transition in La has a measured mu]tipolarity of pure 
Ml (73^ 74)0 Using the Ml total internal conversion coefficient from the 
table above, a beta feeding of 6% is needed to the 77°& keV level giving 
a 30% probability for de-excitation by a gamma ray transition. 
For the purposes of calculating beta branching ratios and log ft values, 
a Op of 1.88 MeV is taken from the tables of Garvey et al. (71), and the 
ground state beta feeding is taken to be negligible (a branching of 20% 
would give a ground state log ft value of 601 and would increase the other 
log ft values by only 0.2). The computed values for beta comparative half-
lives appear in Table 7» 
^ 142 D. Decay of La 
142 Lanthanum-l42 decays to Ce with a half-life of 92.4 minutes, in 
addition to the 16 single escape peaks and 29 double escape peaks, 155 
full-energy lines have been identified; a typical spectrum of a chemically 
separated sample is shown In Figs. 24 a-e. The spectrum Is characterized 
by an Intense gamma ray at 641.2 keV; several other intense lines are at 
894.9, 1901.3, 2I87.2, 2397.7 and 2542.7 keV. Table 8 presents the observed 
photo peak energies. Intensities, level scheme placement and coincidences. 
Table 9 lists the single and double escape peaks and their full-energy peaks 
2 2 
and their deviations from m^c and 2m^c differences respectively. The 
relative Intensities of the escape peaks to those of the full-energy peaks 
as a function of the escape peak energy are plotted In Figs. 25 and 26. 
Two anomolous cases are seen for the double escape plot (and three In the 
single escape plot) where the Intensity ratio Is much larger than expected. 
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Table 7. Calculated l o g  ft values for the decay of '^^Ba 
142, , , 
La Level 
(keV) (MeV) 
Percent Beta 
Branching Log f t  
0 1.88^ 0^ 
77.6 1.80 6 
00 
147.0 ~ 0 
154.6 1.73 .2 8 . 0  
255.1 1.63 1. 8  6. 8 
300.2 1 . 5 8  .3 l o i  
309.0 1.57 . 8  7.2 
334.8 /v 0 
361.5 ~ 0 
363.8 1.52 1.4 6.7 
425.0 1.46 5.1 6.2 
432.3 1.45 3.5 6.3 
590.7 1.29 .4 7. Ï 
604.2 rw 0  
792.2 1.09 .8 6.7 
818.2 1.06 .3 7o2 
867.0 1.01 .5 6.8 
1078.5 .80 20 4.7 
1204.1 .68 45 4.2 
1283.4 .60 .2 6.2 
1457.5 .42 14 3 . 9  
^From Garvey et aK (71) 
^Assumed to be negligible 
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142 Table 8- Gamma ray transitions in Ce 
Energy (keV) Relative 1ntensi ty® 
Level Scheme 
Placement Observed Coincidences 
106.1 + .4 3 + 2 3719.1 3613.0 
119-4 + . 6 <1 + 1 
142.2 + » 6 <1 + 1 3612.1 - 3470.0 
169.5 + .7 <r + 1 
174.1 + .4 2 + 1 3632.7 -» 3459.3 
297.9 + .3 1 + 1 4045.2 -» 3746.3 
332.0 + o3 1 + 1 2696.3 2364.4 
353.6 + .6 <1 + 1 
355.3 + .8 <1 + 1 2542.7 2187.2 
367.3 + .2 2 + 1 4043.0 - 3675.4 
393.7 + .3 2 + 1 2397.7 - 2004.2 
408.4 + .4 1 + 1 
420.8 + .1 5 + 2 
427.9 + .5 1 + 1 
433.34 + .07b 8 + 3 1652.6 - 1219.3 518.1, 641.2 
514.7 + .3 3 + 2 2696.3 -» 2181.4 
532.0 + .2 3 + 2 
538.3 + .5 1 + 1 2542.7 - 2004.2 
545.8 + .7 <1 + 1 
571.6 + .5 1 + 1 
578.09 + .04 26 + 4 1219,3 - 641.2 433.3, 641.2, 962.2, 
1043.7, 1493.7 
597.6 + .5 1 + 1 
601.8 + .5 1 + 1 
619.5 + .10 3 + 1 
641.17 + .03 1000+ 87 641.2 -» ground 433.3, 514.7. 578.1,861 
state 894.9, 1011,if, T043.7, 
1130.6, 1160.2, 1233.1, 
^Measured relative to 641.17 keV transi 1||^n 
A similar energy transition occurs In La 
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Table 8« Continued 
Energy (keV) Relative I  ntens i  ty' '  
Level Scheme 
Placement Observed Coincidences 
1363.0, 1545.8, 1722c 9, 
1756.4, 1 9 0 h 3 j  1933.5, 
2025.5, 2038.7(7),2055.2 
+
1 
.4 1 + 1 3459.3 - 2666.8 
861.57 + .07 38 + 6 2397.7 -* 1536.1 641.2, 894.9 
878.2 + .3 4 + 2 3420,4 -» 2542.7 
894.85 ± .04^ 172t 20 1536. 1 - 641.2 641.2, 
2076.9, 
861.6, 1160.2, 
2139.3 
917.1 ± .5 1 ± 1 3613.0 2696.3 
946.5 ± .3 2 ± 1 3613.0 2666.8 
962.2 ± .13 8 ± 3 2181.4 1219.3 
991.2 ± .3 2 ± 1 
1006.7 ± .2 5 ± 2 2542.7 - 1536.1 
1011.38± .06 
+
 1 
00 
10 1652.6 - 641.2 641.2, 1043.7 
1021.3 ± 
.7 1 ± 1 3717.0 2696.3 
1039.2 ± o3 2 ± 1 
1043.68 ± .07 
+
1 00 LA 
7 2696.3 1652,6 433.3, 
1011,4 
578.1, 641.2, 
1056.5 ± .4 1 ± 1 3420.4 —* 2364,4 
1061.8 ± .2 3 ± 2 3459.3 —» 2397.7 
1070.3 ± .3 3 ± 2 3613.0 —• 2542.7 
1074.2 + 
.3 2 ± 1 
1088.9 ± .15 5 ± 2 2741.5 1652.6 
1100.1 + 
.5 1 ± 1 
1104,8 ± .5 I ± 1 3470.0 - 2364.4 
1112.6 ± .3 2 ± 1 
1116.7 ± .3 2 + 1 
1130.6 ± .15 10 ± 3 2666.8 - 1536.1 641.2, 894.9 
1144.5 ± .2 3 ± 2 
1160.16 ± .06 37 + 5 2696.3 - 1536.1 641.2, 894.9 
1174.3 ± .3 3 ± 2 3717.0 -* 2542.7 
100 
Table 8» Continued 
Energy (keV) Relative I ntens i ty'' 
Level Scheme 
Placement Observed Coincidences 
1190.9 ± .15 8 + 3 
1205.1 ± o5 1 + 1 2741.5 - 1536.1 
1231.5 ± .5 6 + 2 
1233.11 ± 0 08 39 + 6 3420 -, 2187.2 
1242.3 + 
.3 4 + 2 
1264.7 ± .3 2 + 1 
1270.1 ± .4 2 + 1 
1280c + 1. 1 + 1 3975.6 - 2696.3 
1283 . 2 + 
.5 1 + 1 3470.0 -, 2187.2 
1288.0 ± .3 2 + 1 3470.0 -, 2181.4 
1323.2 ± .2 7 + 2542.7 - 1219.3 
1332.3 ± .4 2 + 1 
1341.2 + .6- 1 + 1 
1354.6 ± .5 2 + 1 3719.1 - 2364.4 
1362.95 ± .05 45 + 6 2004.2 -, 641.2 
1373.6 ± .7 4 + 2 
1389.3 ± 9 + 3 
1395.3 ± o2 4 + 2 
1402.2 + .2 3 + 2 
1445.5 + .3 3 + 2 3632.7 -, 2187.2 
1455.1 ± o3 2 + 1 3459.3 -, 2004.2 
1493.7 ± 
c 
.2 3 + 2 3675.4 -4 2181.4 
1500.3 ± .5 2 + 1 4043.0 -, 2542.7 
1516.3 ± .2 9 + 3 
1535.5 ± .3 5 + 2 3717.0 -, 2181.4 
1540.2 ± .15 10 + 3 2181.4 -4 641.2 
1545.8 ± .1 63 + 9 2187.2 -, 641.2 
1618.2 ± .2 6 + 2 
c 
A single-escape peak i s al so found at this enerc 
641.2, 1545=8, 2187.2 
641.2 
641.2, 1233.1 
101 
Table 8» Continued 
Energy (kaV) Observed Coincidences 
1651.4 ± .3 4 ± 2 
1688.1 ± c3 5 ± 2 
1722O9 ± .15 
+
 1 5 2364.4 - 641.2 641 .2 
1752.4 + 
.7 2 + 1 
1756.42 + .07 63 + 9 2397.7 641.2 641. 2 
1768.0 + .5 •4 + 2 3420.4 -» 1652.6 
1771.0 + .5 4 + 2 
1788.4 + o7 1 + 1 3975.6 -, 2187.2 
1793.8 Ï .8 2 + 1 3975.6 ^ 2181.4 
1806.3 ± .5 3 ± 2 3459.3 - 1652.6 
1817.1 ± .6 2 + 1 3470.0 -» 1652.6 
1885O4 + 
.7 11 + 3 
1901.32+ .08 166 + 11 2542.7 641.2 641. 2 
1923.0 + .3 5 ± 2 3459.3 - 1536.1 
1933.5 ± .5 3 ± 2 3470.0 -» 1536.1 641. 2, 
1948.2 + .4d 10 + 3 
1954. ± 1. 1 ± 1 
1960.6 ± .5 3 ± 2 3613.0 1652.6 
2004.2 + 
.15 20 + 4 2004.2 -* ground 
state 
2025.5 ± .14 26 ± 4 2666.8 ^ 641.2 
20380 7 ± .2 21 ± 4 4043.0 - 2004.2 
2050.4 ± .2 10 + 3 
2055.17t .07 56 + 6 2696.3 -* 6410 2 
2076.9 + .2 14± 3 3613.0 -» 1536.1 
2086.1 ± .2 8 ± 3 
2100.4 ± .2 20 ± 4 2741.5 641.2 
2126.2 ± .3 7 ± 3 
A double-escape peak is also found at this energy 
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Table 8.  Continued 
Energy (keV) Observed Coincidences 
2139.3 ± c2 11 ± 3 3675.4 ^ 1536.1 
2180.3 ± c2 11 ± 3 
2I87.2 ± . 1 111+ 14 2I87°2 -* ground 
s tate 
2290.5 ± .6 7 ± 3 
2358.4 + .2 16 + 3 
2364.4 + 
.3 9 ± 3 2364.4 -» ground 
state 
2397.72+ .10 313 ± 33 2397.7 ground 
state 
2419.5 ± .4 4 ± 2 
2459.4 ± .4c 8 ± 3 
2513.2 ± .6 3 ± 2 
2523.3 ± .7 2 ± 1 
2539.4 ± .5 15 ± 3 
2542.65 ± .09 214 ± 27 2542.7 ground 
state 
2663 . 5 ± .3 15 ± 3 
2666.8 i  .15 36 ± 5 2666.8 -* ground 
state 
2672.6 ± .4 4 ± 2 
2779. ± 1. 1 ± 1 3420.4 ^ 641.2 
2782.3 ± .4 6 + 2 
2800.8 ± .4 12 ± 3 
2818.10 ± .10 16 ± 4 3459.3 - 641.2 
2828.6 ± .2^ 5 ± 2 3470.0 - 641.2 
2970.0 ± .7 15 ± 3 3612.1 - 641.2 
2972.0 ± .2 63 ± 6 3613.0 -» 641.2 
2991.7 ± .5 2 ± 1 3632.7 641.2 
2999.9 ± .2 10 ± 3 
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Table 8» Continued 
Energy (keV) """pîàcemenr °ksaryed Coincidences 
3 007o i  o5 4 2 
3012.9 + c2 14 + 3 
3022.3 + .7 2 + 1 
3034.3 + .2 11 + 3 3675.4 641.2 
3046.9 
3075.9 
+ 
+ 
.2 
o3 
8 
3 
+ 
+ 
3 
2 3717.0 -641.2 
3155.0 + .3 4 + 2 
3181.0 + c3 6 + 2 
3236.7 + .2 6 + 2 
3242.4 + .3 4 + 2 
3273.2 + .7 3 + 2 
3314.7 + .2 26 + 4 
3334.2 + .7 1 + 1 3975.6 -» 641.2 
3401.9 + .3 6 + 2 4043.0 641.2 
3420.4 + .4 1 + 1 3420.4 ground 
state 
3459.3 + .2 7 + 3 3459.3 -» ground 
state 
3470.0 + .5 1 + 1 3470.0 ground 
state 
3612.? + .2 I 7 ±  4 3612.1 -* ground 
state 
3632.7 + .2 22 + 4 3632.7 -• ground 
state 
3719.1 + .2 6 + 2 3719.1 -» ground 
state 
3 746.3 + .8 1 + 1 3746.3 -» ground 
state 
3850.4 + .3 5 + 2 3850.4 ground 
state 
3975.6 + .2 I + 1 3975.6 ground 
state 
4045.2 + o3 1 + 1 4045.2 "• ground 
state 
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Table 9» Single and double escape peaks of Ce 
Full Energy Single Escape; Deviation Double Escape; Deviation 
(keV) ( k e V )  (keV) 
1545.8 524.1 (.4) 
17560 4 1245.4 (.1) 734.6 (.2) 
1901.3 1389.3* (loi) 879.4 (. 0) 
2004.2 1493.73 (.4) 982.6 (.3) 
2025.5 1003.8 (.3) 
2038.7 1016.5 (.2) 
2055.2 1033.5 (.3) 
2100.4 1078.5 (.2) 
2187.2 1675.9 (.4) 1165.3 (.0) 
2358.4 1336.5 (. 1 ) 
2397.7 1887.6 (.8) 1375.8 (=1 ) 
2542.7 2031.6 (.1) 1520.7 (. 1) 
2663.5 1641.4 (. 1) 
2666.8 1644.8 (.0) 
2800.8 1778.7 (.0) 
2818.1 a 1796.3 (.2) 
2970.0 2459.4 ( . 4 )  1948.2® (.3) 
2972.0 2 4 6 2 . 0  (1.0) 1950.1 (.1) 
2999.9 1977.6 (.3) 
3 0 1 2 . 9  1990.8 (.1) 
3155.0 2644c2 (.1) 2133.1 (. 1) 
3242.4 2220.1 ( . 3 )  
3314.7 2803.5 ( . 3 )  2292.9 (.2) 
3401.9 2889.8 (1.1) 2379.6 (.4) 
3459.3 2948.0 (.2) 2437.1 ( . 1 )  
3612.1 3101.1 (.0) 2589.8 ( . 3 )  
3632.7 3121.9 (.2) 2610.7 (01) 
3 7 1 9 . 1  3208.5 (.4) 2697.1 (.0) 
3850.4 3 3 4 0 . 7  (1.3) 2828.6 (.2) 
full-energy photopeak is also found at this energy 
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1 0 7  
These isolated cases are the result of two different gamma rays being 
involved; that is, a full-energy peak of one transition may have nearly the 
same energy as an escape peak of another transition, thus forming a doublet. 
The contribution to the pair from the escape peak is calculated by assuming 
its correct intensity frc' the fitted line of the graph; the reduced full-
energy peak intensity is that reported in Table 8. 
Ninety gamma ray transitions have been placed in a decay scheme of 
25 excited levels. Fig» 27 presents the low energy levels of the scheme 
and Fig. 28 includes the higher excited states. The important low energy 
states are at 641.2, I219.3, 1536.1, 1652.6, 2004.2, 2397.7 and 2542.7 
keV; these states are established both by energy sums and coincidence rela­
tions. 
Beta branching percentages and log ft values are summarized in Table 
10, assuming a 13% feeding to the ground state (46). Two additional 
intense feedings to the 2397*7 keV and 2542.7 keV levels comprise the 
majority of the beta decay activity. A complete beta decay scheme is 
shown in Fig. 29, using = 4.50 MeV from Garvey et al. (71)° 
As an Illustration of the coincidence results. Fig. 30 shows the spectra 
as gated by the 641.2 keV transition. The upper spectrum is the "true" 
spectrum obtained with the gating window placed exactly on the peak, and 
the lower portion shows the Compton background contribution from a window 
of equal width placed just above the 641.2 keV line. Three lines from the 
142 decay of Ba are seen to be "accidental" and the remaining peaks are valid 
coincidences. A significant portion of the level scheme is based on these 
resultSo 
A very definite gap between the energy levels at 2741.5 keV and 
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Fig. 27 
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Table Id Calculated log f t  values for the decay of La 
142 E Ce Level p Percent Beta _ 
(kev) (MeV) Branching 
0 4.50^ 13*^ 8.6 
641.2 3 c 86 5 9.0 
1219.3 ~0 
1536.1 2c 96 3 8.7 
1652.6 2c 85 1 9.0 
2004c 2 2c 50 2 8.6 
2181.4 ~0 
2187.2 2.31 6 8.0 
23 64c 4 2.14 2 8.3 
2397.7 2.10 20 7=3 
2542.7 1.96 19 7.2 
2666.8 1.83 3 7.9 
2696.3 1.80 7 7.5 
2741.5 1.76 1 8.2 
3420. 4  1.08 2 7.1 
3459.3 1.04 2 7.1 
3470.0 1.03 1 7.4 
3612.1 .89 2 6.9 
3613.0 .89 4 6.6 
^From Garvey et 
' 'From Prestwich 
al. (71) 
et al. (64) 
T ab le  10 .  Con t i nued  
JZ±2 E 
Ce Level p Percent Beta 
(keV) (MeV) Branching 
3 6 3 2 . 7  , 0 8 7  1  7 . 1  
3675.4 .83 1 7.0 
3717.0 .78 1 '  6.9 
3719.1 .78 1 6.9 
3746.3 ~0 
3850.4 ~0 
3975.6 ~0 
4043 . 0 . 46 2 5.8 
4045.2 ~0 
1 1 2  
57 85 
= 4.50 
4.043 
3.719 
3.717 
3.675 
3.470 
6 % 8.0 
2 % 8.6 
1% 9.0 
3% 9.7 
2.742 
2.696 
2.667 
2.543 
2.398 
2.364 
2.187 
2.004 
5% 9.0> 
1.219 
13% a6> 
0.641 
58 84 
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3420.4 keV îs seen in Fig. 28. Addit ional and more ref ined coincidence 
experiments may possibly al low the placement of  several states within 
the gap. I t  is important to note that any beta and/or gamma intensity into 
this region is expected to be small  s ince al l  of the high intensity garrma 
142 
ray transit ions in the La decay have been placed in the present energy 
level scheme. 
n s  
IV. DISCUSSION 
Even though no beta spectra have been examined nor measurements made 
of the spins and pari t ies of the various excited levels, several qual i t ies 
about some of the energy level parameters can be stated. The choice of 
spin-pari t ies for the odd-odd ground state can be narrowed by considering 
the known or est imated ground state beta feeding and log f t  values-
Examinat ion of the known level schemes in the same mass region reveals a 
preponderance of f i rst- forbidden, non-unique beta transit ions; very few 
al lowed beta transit ions have been observed. (75) In addit ion, f i rst- forbid­
den transit ions are to be expected for the present nucl ides because the 
most l ikely decay in the single-part ic le levels near the Fermi surface is 
a fy neutron to a gy proton (48);  this involves a zero spin change and a 
J  i  
change of pari ty.  Other states neighboring the Fermi surface are a h^ neutron 
and a dr proton; possible transit ions among these four states st i l l  have 
2 
AJ = 1,0 with a pari ty change. A beta decay from a ho neutron to a d^ 
2 7  
proton would have a spin change AJ = 2 and pari ty change = 1 which would 
be a f i rst- forbidden unique transit ion. 
Accordingly, log f t  values in the range of 6.0 to 10.6 should be 
expected to dominate. (75) However, a forbidden transit ion may not always 
have a high log f t  value; l ikewise, the log f t  value does not uniquely 
specify the type of transit ion. In general,  f i rst- forbidden, non-unique 
transit ions can be expected to have log f t  values between 6.4 and 8.0. 
(75) Al lowed transit ions are found to occur, pr imari ly,  near a closed 
shel l .  The part icular nucl ides involved at present are not far removed from 
the N=82 and Z=50 shel ls.  Thus i t  is possible that a lower log f t  value 
might Indicate an al lowed transit ion; again, such evidence does not prove 
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the existence of such a t ransit ion. 
Excited state spins and pari t ies may be est imated by considering four 
points. First ,  the gamma ray transit ions to states of known spin and pari ty 
should be Ml,  El ,  or E2 almost exclusively. Second, the relat ive beta-
branching to the excited levels must be consistent with the select ion rules 
and est imated log f t  values. Third, in some cases, gamma ray relat ive inten­
si t ies may be used to calculate certain reduced electromagnetic t ransit ion 
rates which can be compared to other experimental or theoret ical  values. 
Fourth, the use of the level systematics for even-even nucl ides of neigh­
boring nuclei  ( for constant Z and constant N) should reveal tendencies for 
the low energy levels to fol low a smooth pattern; this may not be the case 
for magic or near-magic ( i .e. ,  two part ic les removed) nucl ides, or for 
those near the N=88 _• SO t ransit ion to deformed nuclei .  
142 142 
A. Xe Decay to Cs 
142 
Interpretat ion of the excited energy levels in Cs is not readi ly 
possible, (See Figs. 18 and 19) The lack of information about decay 
intensit ies for the low ly ing states prevents any est imate of log f t  values 
and hence the order of  the beta decay to these levels. Spins and pari t ies 
can be tentat ively assigned i f  there is some knowledge about the beta decay 
modes and/or Internal conversion coeff ic ients and gamma decay probabi l i t ies. 
Examinat ion of simi lar nucl ides in this mass region reveals a preponderance 
of Ml t ransit ions between the low states in odd-odd nucl ides, and simi lar 
142 
mult ipolar i t ies should be expected in Cs. 
The ground state of the odd-odd cesium nucleus wi l l  have odd pari ty 
due to the l imited conf igurat ions to which the odd proton and neutron can 
be coupled. Hence a f I rst- forbldden unique or non-unique transit ion might 
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be expected from the even-even parent nucl ide to this ground state. Possible 
spin assignments would be 0^ 1 or 2; systematics of other nuclei  would 
select the J=1 or J=2 to be the l ikely assignments» 
Similar ly,  the f i rst  few excited states are l ikely to have odd pari ty 
since the same neutron and proton sub-shel ls are probably involved in the 
beta decay to these low ly ing levels. The energy necessary to involve a 
neutron from the f i rst  even pari ty orbi t  ( the i level)  is too far above 
~T 
the Fermi level.  Even pari ty states might be expected in the higher levels 
of the decay scheme. Without a determinat ion of the ground state spin, 
i t  is not possible to determine the spins of any of the other states even 
though the mult îpolar i ty of the transit ions is expected to be predominately 
Ml.  However, f rom systematics, spins of 0, I ,  2, 3 should be expected. 
Comparison with the invest igat ions of Alvager et al .  (51) shows a 
few simi lar i t ies. Of the 20 gamma ray transit ions they ident i f ied to be in 
i / i2 
Cs, the 966.9 keV and 1326.5 keV l ines are found in the present work to 
142 be In the Be de-excitat ion. Agreement in the energy measurements between 
the two experiments is general ly within the combined stat ist ics. The decay 
scheme in this present work di f fers from their  suggested level array; only 
the 12.2 keV, 203.6 keV and 656.8 keV levels appear In both invest igat ions. 
The Inaccuracies of their  work can be understood by real iz ing the tremendous 
value of coincidence data In construct ing a decay scheme. 
142 142 
B. Cs Decay to Ba 
The great di f f icul ty encountered in construct ing a part ial  energy 
142 
level diagram for Ba (see Fig. 20) l imits the discussion about the behavior 
of  this nucl ide. Most certainly the ground state Is 0 and the f i rst  excited 
state at 359.5 keV is 2^ the so-cal led one-phonon vibrat ional state. 
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The second excited state at 1326.5 keV is probably J^= 2^ since 
strong gamma rays to both the ground and f i rst  excited state are observed. 
The occurrence of the f i rst  and second excited states having J = 2 with 
the second level having simi lar decay intensit ies to the two lower states 
is not uncommon in the transit ion region below A=!36 but is unusual in the 
mass region appl icable to this nucl ide. The reduced transit ion probabi l i t ies 
between the second excited state and the ground state and the second 2^ to 
the f i rst  2^ states have a rat io of 
B(E2; 2/  ^ 0 •^) 
^ 2— = .21 + .07. 
B(E2; 2% ^  2, )  
Comparison with the axial ly symmetr ic rotat ional model gives the rat io a 
value of 0; that is,  no two phonon transit ions are al lowed. This is clearly 
not the case and there must be some distort ion involved i f  the col lect ive 
model is to have any val idi ty within this range. By considering the work 
of Davydov and Fi l ippov (76), a value for the non-axial  parameter y  can be 
calculated from the rat io of the energies of the f i rst  and second 2^ levels. 
E^(2) _ 1 -  a _ 359.5 keV _ 0 27] 
Eg(2) 1+a 1326.5 keV 
2 82 o 
where a = I  -  — sin (3y).  Solut ion of this equation gives 7 = 20.1 .  
The reduced transit ion probabi l i ty rat io is then calculated. 
+ 4. 1 -  3-2 sinSr 
^2 -°o ) = k  ^ ] = .184 
B(E2; 2 + _ 2 +) ^ 10 sin 37 
'  (3a)'  
The agreement is very good between the theory and experiment,  but this does 
not Insure this nucl ide has a non-axial  ly symmetr ic shape. The values 
for 7 and the reduced transit ion probabi l i ty agree wel l  with those observed 
133 
for tungsten and osmium nucl ides of the heavier t ransit ion region (26, 77)» 
I t  is impossible to assign quantum numbers to the excited states above 
the 1326.5 keV level.  Other near-by nucl ides have states of 4^ and 3 
occurr ing fair ly close to the second 2^ state, and simi lar states should 
be expected in this nucl ide» 
An interest ing point is the apparent lack of a state intermediate to 
the 359°5 and 1326.5 keV levels. Figs. 31 and 32 are the N=86 and 2=56 
prof i les, respect ively, showing systematic trends in the low levels. From 
these charts a level in the vicini ty of 800 keV might be expected. There 
is scant experimental evidence at present for the existence of such a 
level;  a very sl ight coincidence is observed between 475»0 and 359*5 keV 
gamma rays which might be summed to a level at 834 keV. However, the decay 
intensity is extremely weak and does not agree with that observed in 
Observat ion of this state, which might be expected to be the 4^ state, may 
142 
be di f f icul t  i f  the spin of the parent Cs is low; the high spin states 
would not be direct ly populated in the beta decay of cesium, 
142 142 
Co Ba Decay to La 
The ground state of ^^^La has been determined to have J* = 2 (47)» 
As discussed in the previous chapter,  the f i rst  excited state to ground 
state transit ion is probably Ml in character which suggests a spin-pari ty of 
1 or 3 for the 77*6 keV level.  The est imated log f t  value of 6.6 (6% 
branching) would pick the 1 state for the 77*6 keV level,  thé beta transi­
t ion being a f i rst  forbidden, non-unique type^ this is just speculat ion 
since no direct measurements on this state have been made, and perhaps 
^Schick, Jr«, W. C.,  Ames, Iowa» Private communicat ion regarding the level 
structures of A = 140 f ission products» (1970). 
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there îs a much larger beta feeding involved. 
Spin-pari ty assignments for the next few levels cannot be made without 
an assignment for the 77.6 keV level.  However, they wi l l  most probably be 
negative pari ty states and Ml and E2 t ransit ions should predominate» The 
log f t  values l isted in Table 7 are calculated from the gamma ray intensity 
balance to the various levels. Since the mult ipolar! t ies of the transit ions 
are not known, the internal conversion coeff ic ients cannot be calculated 
and hence the beta feeding is not l ikely to be accurate. This possible 
Inaccuracy is manifested in the seemingly low log f t  values for the beta 
decay to the higher states. Values in the range of 4.5 are not expected 
In this mass region and would indicate several highly al lowed transit ions. 
A possible explanat ion would be that there is a large feeding to one or 
both of the two lowest states thus reducing the branching to the upper 
levels. 
1 Zf2 142 
Do La Decay to Ce 
The Important features of this decay are shown in Fig. 33* The 13% 
beta branching to the ground state Is a value obtained by Prestwich (46) 
and was used In the present calculat ions for relat ive beta intensit ies 
and log f t  values. The value of 4*50 MeV Is obtained from the tables 
of Garvey, et  al .  (71);  a measured value of 4.51 + « 03 MeV was obtained 
by Prestwich (47).  
142 The spin and pari ty of the ground state of La has been catalogued 
as being 2 .  This assignment was made on the basis of the high energy 
port ion of the beta spectrum having a f i rst- forbidden unique shape. A 
possible choice of j '^=l  for the ^^^La ground state could be Inferred from 
the present data, even though the 2 assignment is not unreasonable, s ince 
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the ground state beta-branching and log f t  value of 13% and 8»9 respect ively 
would support the f i rst- forbidden unique assignment» Examinat ion of 
138 -  140 
neighboring nuclei  reveals ground states of 5 for La and 3 for La 
with nc branching to the daughter ground state in each case» (48) These 
138 facts must be used with caut ion since La decays by electron capture with 
a half- l i fe of lo '^ years and ^^^La decays to the magic ^^^Ce nucl ide. 
Even so, the trend of 5 to 3 would make the 2 value to be reasonable. 
TT The f i rst  excited state is assumed to have J = 2 and is attr ibuted to a 
one-phonon vibrat ional state* This level would be fed by a f i rst- forbidden beta 
transit ion; the log f t  value of 9.0 is consistent with this assumption. 
The state at 1219 keV is assigned J^= 4^ for the fol lowing reasons; 
no crossover t ransit ion to the ground state is found and the 578 keV stop­
over t ransit ion, even though i t  is not one of the strong photo l ines 
observed, is in def ini te coincidence with the 641.2 keV gamma ray and several 
t ransit ions feeding this level.  Fig. 34 shows the level systematics for 
the neighboring N=84 nuclei ,  in which a 4^ level occurs in both the 
144 
and Nd schemes joined by a fair ly smooth contour between the simi lar levels. 
The corresponding level in ^^^Ba agrees wel l  with the assumption of j"=4^.^ 
The choice of a 4^ assignment is consistent with that expected from the vibra­
tor model:  the 4^ member of  the 0^- 2^- 4^ two-phonon t r iplet is at approxi­
mately twice the energy of the one-phonon singlet state. The lack of the 4 
0^ transit ion agrees with the true vibrator select ion rule of two-phonon 
transit ions being forbidden. 
A 2^ assignment is given to the 1536 keV level.  The log f t  value of 
8.8 and 3% beta branching indicates a f i rst- forbidden transit ion from the 
2 parents The absence of a t ransit ion to the ground state would support 
'^brd..P. 119. 
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the 2^ choice in that the 2^ _» 0^^ two-phonon transit ion is forbidden.^ 
This level is l ikely to be the second member of  the two-phonon t r iplet.  
The level at 1653 keV is thought to be a 3 octupole state because 
of the extremely small  ( i f  not zero) beta feeding; the log f t  of 9»1 rules 
out an al lowed transit ion. A beta transit ion from the 2 parent state 
to the 3 excited state of the daughter is thought to be hindered because of 
the di f ferent natures of the two states involved. The parent state is 
presumably a two part ic le state (formed by a fy neutron and a g- proton) 
7 i 
while the 3 octupole state has a col lect ive nature. Another fact 
support ing the 3 assignment is the gamma decay to only the 2^ and 4* 
levels^ presumably by El t ransit ions. Fig. 34 shows the two 3 levels that 
l k2  
can be extrapolated to the Ce nucl ide giving some addit ional plausabi l i ty 
to the 3 assignment. The reduced El t ransit ion probabi l i t ies to the 
2^ and k* state have a rat io of 
B(E1? ^ )  = .82 + .45 
B(E1; 3" _ 4+) 
which is compared with the value of .82 + .50 for the simi lar case in '^^Sm. 
(78) 
The 2004 keV level is assigned J^= 2* because of gamma t ransit ions to 
only the 0^ and 2^ states; the beta decay branching supports this choice 
with the log f t  = 8.6 indicat ing a f i rst- forbidden transit ion to this state. 
This state is not l ikely to be the 2* state of the three-phonon band since 
the existence of a transit ion to the ground state violates the select ion 
Recent invest igat ions of the transit ion region including '^^Ba have shown 
a non-zero transit ion probabi l i ty to exist  for the two-phonon 2"^ state to 
ground state transit ion. (78) 
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rule of three-phonon transit ions being forbidden» The remaining plausible 
choices are: 1) a two-quasipart ic le state, 2) a s ingle part ic le state 
ar is ing from some conf igurat ion mixing of the pro ton  g- .  and d^ levels, or 
J  7  
3 )  some higher order residual interact ions such as pair ing-plus-quadrupole 
or rotat ion-part ic le (Coriol is) coupl ing. 
For the purposes of comparison, the reduced transit ion rat io 
8(E2;  2 + ^ 0 +) 
^7 = .064 + o 03 1 
B(E2; 2^ 
is obtained for the 2^ state at 2004 keV» This agrees favorably with 
Meyer's results in for the two-phonon 2^ state, (79) 
A large beta feeding (20%) is observed to the 2398 keV level;  the log 
f t  value (7.3) indicates possibly an al lowed transit ion. Hence an assign­
ment of  J* = 1 is tentat ively made; this is supported by the observat ion 
of dç-excitat ions only to levels with J =0 or 2 » Previous invest iga­
t ions have assigned this a 2* designat ion, but presumably the lack of a 4* 
level ( to which no transit ion is seen) would lead to a logical choice of 
2^ even though i t  would come from a f i rst- forbidden beta decay. This state 
is l ikely to ar ise from a col lect ive motion or from a quasipart fcte excita­
t ion in a deformed nucleus. I f  this 1 state is a four-quasipart ic le state 
and the f i rst  2* state and 0^ ground state the two-quasipart ic le and vacuum-
quasi part ic le states respect ively, the hindrance would be more prominent 
In the 1 -» 0^ t ransit ion than the 1 -* 2* de-excitat ion. This is incompatible 
with the experimental observat ion for a number of  nearby rare earth nucl ides. 
In the '^^Ce nucl ide, the rat io of the reduced transit ion probabi l i t ies is 
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B(E1 ;  r  ^  2 )  = ,52 + .12^ 
B(E1;  r  0 ) 
which agrees with other rare earths. (80) I t  is also not l ikely that this 
level is a two-quasipart ic le state because the proton or neutron orbi ts in 
the same major shel l  cannot couple to each other to produce the 1 state, 
unless an excitat ion to the orbi t  in the next major shel l  occurs which is 
energet ical ly not l ikely.  However, i f  the core is deformed, the orbi ts wi l l  
be spl i t  in a spheroidal potent ial  and the state can be explained as a two-
quasi part ic le state with a deformed equi l ibr ium shape. (80) i t  is the 
existence of this state that indicates the spherical nucleus may be deformed 
for a high excitat ion energy by vir tue of the breaking of the pair ing force 
which tends to stabi l ize the nucleuso 
The next level at 2543 keV is assigned as J^= 2^. This choice is 
based on the transit ions to the 0,2, and 4 states thus making a level 
assignment of 1 d i f f icul t .  The log f t  of 7*3 for the beta branch feeding 
this state strongly suggests a f i rst- forbidden non-unique transit ion, which 
ÎS consistent with the level assignment. (75) 
The f inal  level that is interpreted is at 3459 keV. I t  is ei ther a 
2 or 1 pr imari ly because of i ts decays to the 0,2, and 3 states. 
The low log f t  might Indicate an al lowed transit ion, but such a choice is 
tempered by the relat ively small  branching rat io and the knowledge that log 
f t  values are occasional ly ambiguous In assigning the types of beta 
transit ions observed, 
142 I t  Is unfortunate that the La parent has a low spin ground state. 
^|n the rotat ional model,  i f  K=0 the rat io is 2.00; i f  K=1 the rat io is 
0.50. (80) 
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This prohibi ts the high spin states in the daughter from being populated. 
The lack of observat ional data on the transit ions from the high spin members 
of  the K=0 band handicaps the interpretat ion of the nucl ide with regard to 
the col lect ive model l imits.  The absence of other ident i f ied bands (e<,go, 
K=2) prevents any speculat ion concerning the size of the deformation or 
amount of  axial  asymmetry. Appl icat ion of the variable moment of  inert ia 
model (36) cannot be done at present since that interpretat ion requires 
142 The above discussion about the nature of Ce has been carr ied out 
with the impl ic i t  assumption that al l  of the important gamma ray transit ions 
have mult ipolar i ty of El and E2. in real i ty,  this is not the case as non-
negl igible admixtures of Ml t ransit ions are often seen together with the E2 
transit ions for decays from the higher phonon or single-part ic le states» 
The assumption of a pure E2 t ransit ion from the ^2^"^ levels is,  however, 
quite often val id.  These level assignments are made on the basis of 
obtaining a self-consistent picture. In l ight of the absence of specif ic 
experimental data to determine these quantum numbers, a logical picture has 
been presented from the measured gamma ray energies, intensit ies, 
coincidence relat ions, and inferred beta decay probabi l i t ies. Energy level 
systematlcs of neighboring nuclei  support the present choice of level scheme 
as the most l ikely.  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertat ion presents a summary of  a series of in i t ia l  invest iga­
t ions into the behavior of a few short- l ived f ission products. Two facts 
about the overal l  structure of these nucl ides have been noted; namely: 
there are no simple spectra and decay schemes as one moves away from the l ine 
of beta stabi l i ty,  and i t  is di f f icul t  to obtain pure and precise data about 
the shorter half- l i fe isotopes since the daughter (or parent) contaminants 
often mask important features of the spectra» Resolut ion of these points 
can be achieved only by tedious and painstaking measurements of ten last ing 
several tens of hours, interpretat ion of the data and the result ing 
energy level schemes cannot be completed successful ly without several types 
of measurements involving beta spectral  studies as wel l  as high resolut ion 
gamma ray invest igat ions. 
With regard to the specif ic isotopes studied for this project,  the 
f indings reported here should be treated pr imari ly as an in i t ia l  survey 
which suggests specif ic problems and experiments that need to be pursued 
i  n the future. 
142 1U2 
In the case of the ' '  La decay to Ce, for which the most interpreta­
t ion has been possible, a detai led study of the cont inuous beta spectra 
(especial ly those branches to the low ly ing levels) would help conf irm 
(or refute) the spin-pari ty assignments; beta-gamma coincidence techniques 
would be most advantageous in sort ing the various beta groups from the 
cont inuunlo An immediate outcome of such studies would be the classif icat ion 
of the beta transit ions and an accurate determinat ion of the log f t  
values. Gamma-gamma direct ional correlat ion studies could be easi ly 
performed on this longer- l ived isotope. There are several welI-separated. 
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intense gamma rays in cascade with the 641.2 keV transit ion that would be 
suitable for immediate study by the mult i -detector angular correlat ion 
apparatus (81)o 
The level structure of '^^La is fair ly wel l  establ ished even though 
l i t t le has been said about the quantum number assignments* Perhaps a more 
detai led gamma-gamma coincidence study would be useful  in veri fy ing some 
of the weaker states. Of a more immediate importance is the need for 
internal conversion measurements on the 77°6 keV transit ion to the ground 
state. Measurement of  i ts mult ipelar i ty and conversion coeff ic ient would 
be of great use in assigning spins and pari t ies to the other levels and, 
hopeful ly,  resolut ion of the seemingly low log f t  values feeding the higher 
excited states. I t  may also be necessary to invest igate the individual 
beta groups and to measure the contr ibut ion to the ground state before any 
def ini te statement can be made about the anomalous values. The possibi l i ty 
does exist  that the theoret ical  of 1.88 MeV is in error thus giving r ise 
to the small  log f t  values for the high states. A relat ively easy 
experiment would conf irm or deny the accuracy of this value. 
Barium-142 is a very di f f icul t  isotope to invest igate» Very l i t t le 
about the energy level structure has been establ ished in this work. For 
a l l  pract ical  purposes, nothing is known about i ts behavior even though 
some speculat ion has been made. The complicat ing factor is the relat ively 
large amount of  high energy gamma ray act iv i ty making gamma-gamma coincidence 
studies exceedingly di f f icul t .  Before any measurements of  a di f ferent nature 
can be attempted, a better knowledge about the nucl ide Is necessary, 
requir ing a more ref ined coincidence experiment;  this Is clearly the 
next invest igat ion to be performed on this species. Unt i l  a good level 
1 3 2  
scheme is developed, not much can be said about the physics of this even-
even nucl i  de. 
Despite i ts short half- l i fe,  the decay of '^^Xe to appears to be 
fair ly wel l  establ ished with regard to the energy level placements. Indeed, 
a large amount of  work remains to be performed on this nucl ide, especial ly 
in the area of conversion coeff ic ient measurements for the several low 
energy transit ions» Observat ion of the 12.2 keV transit ion may prove to be 
extremely di f f icul t  and indirect measurements ( for example, beta spectra) 
wi l l  be the only method of establ ishing the spin of that state. Invest iga­
t ions should be carr ied out in the near future to conf irm the existence of 
the two 39»0 keV and the two 203,6 keV transit ions and the 33 keV gamma ray. 
Although these transit ions are not crucial  to the decay scheme, they should 
nevertheless be invest igated. Once the level diagram is corroborated, the 
more sophist icated experiments can be undertaken to establ ish the other 
parameters that describe the behavior of  the nucl ide. 
Physical interpretat ion of the structure of these nucl ides has been 
done in a speculat ive fashion» The experimental results for the level 
142 
structure of Ce show this nucl ide to have more v ibrat ional character ist ics 
142 
than rotat ional;  hence, i t  would be reasonable to expect the Ba nucl ide 
to have a simi lar structure, that is,  vibrat ional.  The arguments presented 
142 
in the previous sect ion concerning the gamma deformation parameter for Ba 
should be considered with extreme caut ion. A more probable explanat ion would 
be that asymmetr ic v ibrat ions become important for this mass region, and a 
rotat ional structure might be bui l t  on the vibrat ional levels. Before; these 
arguments can be examined In detai l ,  and the observed structure explained, 
a complete set of the level parameters must be obtained. The possibi l i ty 
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of shape isomerism in this region, mentioned in the introduct ion, cannot be 
asserted from this work; i t  would be desirable in the future to measure 
quadrupole moments for these nuclei» 
Undoubtedly, nuclear distort ions are evident in these species, as is 
seen by the apparent dis-simi1ari t ies between the two even-even nuclei  
\ k l  
reported here. The Ce nucleus behaves in a manner s imi lar to other low-
mass rare earth nucl ides: that of a reasonably good vibrator.  However, the 
addit ion of two neutrons (and the removal of  two protons) causes a seemingly 
di f ferent shape to be character ist ic of This is to be expectet!  as 
the N = 88 to 90 gap is approached; the locat ions of the f i rst  excited 
states for even-even nucl ides in this work reinforces the suggest ion of 
the onset of a di f ferent interact ion. 
These A=l42 nucl ides approach the N = 88 to 90 gap and point to the 
142 ]kk 144 144 
need to study the level structures of Xe, Xe, Ba and Ce. 
Product ion of these nuclear species should be possible with the TRISTAN 
system within a few months. Since these nucl ides provide a systematic 
br idge of the interact ion transit ion around N = 88, i t  should be possible 
to present def ini te statements about this transit ion region in the near 
future» 
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